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Sum m ary
Modelling sound propagation often can present difficult challenges due to compu
tational demands. In general, the direct solutions of the system equations arising
from the full field discretization of many three-dimensional problems of practical
engineering interest cannot be attem pted. The current study consists of modelling
sound propagation through a full field approach known as the Wave Expansion
Method (WEM). The boundary conditions used in this study are Neumann and
Free radiation conditions. The m ajor advantage of the WEM is th a t it requires only
around 2-3 nodes per wavelength to obtain accurate solutions which oflfers a sig
nificant com putational advantage over conventional finite element, finite difference
and boundary element approaches, which require around 8-10 nodes per wavelength.

A central question which arises using the WEM concerns the maintenance of ade
quate convergence under an iterative solver since any numerical discretization pro
cedure is rendered incomplete without a proper solution procedure. The present
study comprises a thorough investigation into standard Krylov sub-space iterative
solvers and examines its suitability to the WEM.

The study also examines various preconditioning strategies, namely the Incom
plete LU decomposition with ’drop tolerance’ (ILUT), the Jacobi, and the Additive
Schwarz preconditioning to study the performance of the numerical system.

Successful com putations over large systems using the standard BI-CGSTAB and
the restarted versions of the GMRES algorithm on a P-IV, 882 Mb RAM, 2.2 GHz
machine were carried out. The WEM models are found to behave well with both
the BI-CGSTAB and the restarted versions of GMRES. However, BI-CGSTAB was
preferred because of its lower memory requirements during iterations as compared
to GMRES.

The effects of preconditioning were analyzed in the system and it was found th a t
the ILUT and Jacobi preconditioners do not affect the convergence of the numeri
cal systems when the models are discretized with around 3 nodes per wavelength.
However, when the models were discretized with around 7 nodes per wavelength, the
ILUT preconditioner dram atically improved the convergence in the case of models
discretized with structured hexahedral elements. In the case of tetrahedral elements,
the preconditioner still had no effect.

The results were also found to be good and stable for very high Helmholtz numbers
(292.2) and also for both reflective and radiation type of boundary conditions.
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C hapter 1

Introduction
This thesis investigates iterative solution techniques for wave problems occurring in
three-dimensions. The Hemholtz equation which represents the wave propagation
in the frequency-domain is used to model the wave problems studied in this thesis.

The Helmholtz equation finds its use in many scientific areas such as the acoustic
phenomena occurring with the aircraft [1], underwater acoustics applications [2,
3, 4], geo-physical applications [5, 6] and electromagnetic applications [7, 8]. In
this thesis, the focus of the applications is on general engineering applications and
applications in the acoustic phenomena occurring with aircraft.

1.1

M otivation : G eneral E n gin eerin g In terest

Numerical modelling of acoustics problems often presents complex challenging tasks
due to high usage of com putational resources, which preludes the use of direct solu
tion techniques. Several methods and approaches have been developed to deal with
these problems. At the outset, the Helmholtz equation looks very straightforward
and easy to solve as it can be considered a Poisson equation with a zeroth order

1

perturbation, and there are numerous methods available to solve the Poisson’s equa
tion. However, this perturbation, which shows up as the extra term in the Helmholtz
equation is the source of all complications and proposes a lot of difficulty when one
attem pts to solve it iteratively.

A considerable amount of research has been done in the recent years to find an
efficient solution for the Helmholtz equation. Bayliss et. al [9] provided an efficient
implementation of an iterative scheme by using the conjugate gradient m ethod and
this paper can be considered as one of the earliest in this area. Further work was
done in contributions [10, 11]. However, all these works w'ere quite ineffective in
term s of efficiency for solving problems with high Helmholtz numbers.

An ideal solver for the Helmholtz equation should be capable of dealing with prob
lems with high Helmholtz number, which is defined as follows:

Hji = ka

(1-1)

w^here H„ is the Helmholtz number, k is the wavenumber and a is the length of
the characteristic domain (in metres). Generally speaking, the solution at a high
wavenumber is highly oscillatory [12]. Com putational modelling for problems with
high Helmholtz number naturally tend to become ill-conditioned since slight changes
in the physical problem will cause dram atic changes in the numerical solutions. It
is also well known th a t the performance of the iterative methods deteriorates when
there is an increase in the wavenumber. This research is aimed at addressing solution
techniques for the Helmholtz equation, which has been discretized by an interpolant
scheme known as the Wave Expansion Method (WEM), which is described in detail
in C hapter 3.

2

1.2

D efin itio n o f A cou stic P rob lem s

The propagation of acoustic waves is given by the general wave equation [13]

=

(1 .2 )

where c is the sound speed and p{x, t) is the acoustic pressure at time t and position
X.

For modelling purposes, the use of Eq. 1.2 requires not only a spatial discretization
but also a tim e step discretization. An im portant simplification in the formulation
is obtained if only the steady-state harmonic pressure p{x) is considered. Eq. 1.2
then reduces to ’’Helmholtz Equation” , mathem atically expressed as

V^p(x) + /c^p(x) = 0

(1.3)

The ratio k = uj/c is the wavenumber and w=2irf where / is the signal frequency.
The performance of the numerical method is often assessed by the number of nodes
per wavelength required by the discretization to produce accurate results.

The

number of nodes per wavelength is given by Eq. 1.4

ppw = c / h . f

(1-4)

where h is the minimum nodal spacing in the mesh.

1.3

R ev ie w o f N u m erical M eth o d s ap p licab le to A co u s
tic problem s

This section provides a brief overview of the numerical methods such as the finite
element (FE), finite difference (FD), boundary element (BE), which have been con
ventionally used to solve the Helmholtz equations. The section also provides a brief
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introduction to the wave expansion m ethod (WEM), which is prim arily a highly
efficient wave based finite difference scheme.

The FE and FD are full field discretization techniques unlike the BE methods in
which the discretization is performed only in the boundary of the com putational
domain. Commercially available tools are usually a variant of the standard finite
element (FE), finite difference (FD), boundary element (BE) methods. Sections
1.3.1, 1.3.2 and 1.3.3 provide a brief review of the numerical techniques.

1.3.1

F in ite E lem en t M e th o d

The finite element method is one of the most common m ethods and is probably
the most widely used method in the numerical modelling of problems of general
engineering interest due to its adaptability and straightforward implementation.
The m ethod is based on the following concepts
• transform ation of the original differential problem to its respective integral
formulation.
• division of the continuum into smaller non-overlapping sub domains called
elements over which the system integral equations may be summed.
• approximation of the field variable distributions and the geometry and the
geometry of the continuum domain, in terms of a set of shape functions, which
are locally defined in each element.
• Finally, a suitable solver for the solution of the resulting elements is assembled
in the form A x = b, where A is a n x n m atrix, x is determined by the boundary
value d ata and b is the solution vector.
symmetric matrix.

4

A will be a sparse and usually a

For a detailed description about the finite element m ethod and its application to
solving acoustic problems, the reader is referred to [14, 15].

1.3.2

F in ite D ifferen ce M eth o d s

The finite difference m ethod (FDM) like the finite element is a full-field discretization
technique and is also a popular technique to model the Helmholtz problem. The
basic principles of the finite difference method are :
• discretization of the domain into a finite number of points uniformly dis
tributed within the domain
• approximation of the derivatives of the governing equation by interpolating
polynomials, formulated in terms of surrounding points in the grid
• solution of a system of equations of the form A x = b, where x is the field
variable approxim ated field variable at each discretization point, and A is the
banded matrix formed by the mass, stiffness and damping matrices.
For a detailed description about the finite difference method and its application in
solving acoustic problems, the reader is referred to [16, 17]

1.3.3

B o u n d a ry E lem en t M eth o d

The boundary element m ethod (BEM) has become one of the most prominent m eth
ods in the numerical analysis of the Helmholtz equation. This numerical method for
field problems is based on boundary integral equations. The main advantage of the
BEM over other methods like the FEM or FDM, is th at it requires discretization of
the surface instead of the discretization of the whole domain. This results in con
siderably reducing much of the com putational modelling requirements, especially in
the case of acoustic applications occurring in aircraft. However, this advantage is
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offset by the full structure of the system m atrix which means th a t an iterative full
field m ethod in three-dimensions may be still be more com putationally efficient.

There are two main approaches in obtaining the boundary integral equation formu
lation for acoustic problems. The first m ethod is the so-called ’’direct m ethod’' and
the second m ethod is the ’’indirect boundary element m ethod” . However, based on
the direct or indirect formulation, the boundary element solution is obtained by the
following procedure:
• The field equations are transformed to a boundary integral using the diver
gence theorem.
• The boundary is discretized and the integral is formulated using the loading
points on the boundary.
• A full system equation of the form A x = / results, which yields acoustic
pressure values at the boimdary.
For a detailed description of the BEM and their formulation for acoustic problems,
the reader is referred to [18, 19, 20, 21]

1 .3 .4

W ave E x p a n sio n M e th o d

The WEM is similar to the BEM i.e. both are based on the exact solutions of the
Helmholtz equation. The WEM solves the Helmholtz equation by domain discretiza
tion i.e. relating the value of an unknown discrete point of the domain to a set of
neighboring points. The m ethod provides an interpolation procedure for Eq. 1.3
using plane waves as fundam ental solutions. This m ethod is prim arily derived from
the so-called ’’G reen’s Function Discretization” m ethod developed by Caruthers et.al
[22] and is efficient because it uses fundamental solutions of the Helmholtz equation
as interpolants. The m ethod is very flexible and can be formulated on structured
6

and unstructured meshes [23]. A detailed description regarding the implementation
of the WEM is provided in Chapter 3.

1.4

C om putational Cost

A brief comparison of com putational cost associated with full field methods such as
FEM, FDM is made with the BEM in three-dimensions.

The BEM has the attraction compared to FEM th a t only the surface of the domain
is discretized. This implies th a t the number of degrees of freedom is significantly
more for full field methods as compared to BEM for the same problem. However, a
full system m atrix A of size L? x

will be generated by a BEM if a hypothetical

cube of dimension L x L x L is being solved. The matrix storage requirements are
therefore L^, a direct solution would entail L® operations and iterative solutions
would require L ‘^ operations per iteration. On the other hand, when the matrices
are generated by a full-field technicjue, the matrices are usually sparse and size of
the system generated would be

x L'^[bandwidth). A direct solution the operation

count entailed would be of the order of

and the storage requirement assuming

fill-in will be L^. However, for iterative solutions the operation count will be of the
order of

and since the banded zone is itself sparse the storage requirement is also

L^. Hence, iterative solutions are attractive for full-field methods compared to BEM
while, BEM is efficient when direct solutions are attem pted. In three-dimensional
problems, the bandwidth of the matrices arising out of full-field discretization are
much larger than th a t of the problems in two-dimensions and there is a greater
diagonal dominance. This is one of the main reasons why three-dimensional prob
lems pose bigger com putational loading than two-dimensional problems. Finally,
iterative solutions for BEM can be greatly improved using fast multipole methods
(FMM) to evaluate the boundary integrals. These methods only require a storage
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of

memory and potentially reduce com putational loading in term s of calcula

tions from o{N‘^) to o(A^^ log A^^). However, convergence of any iterative solutions
still must be ensured in order employ any of the above methods. In addition, the
foregoing discussion is also dependent on the relative size of the scatterer within the
meshed domain.

1.5

S tru ctu re o f th e T h esis

C hapter Two gives a review of the solution techniques applicable to the solution
of the Helmholtz equation. A description of the Krylov subspace solvers th at are
used in this study is provided. The chapter also provides a review of the multigrid
and domain decomposition techniques th a t could effectively be used to obtain the
solutions of the Helmholtz equations.

C hapter Three is concerned with the implementation of the wave expansion method.
The formulation, the methodology and the implementation of the WEM and the
boundary conditions are also discussed. Furthermore, the discretization on both
structured and unstructured meshes are studied with respect to obtaining solutions
with standard krylov sub-space solvers.

C hapter Four examines various preconditioning strategies aimed at improving the
performance of the numerical system. The theory behind the preconditioning strate
gies is provided. The preconditioning strategies examined here are the classical In
complete LU decomposition with drop tolerance, Jacobi and the Additive Schwarz
preconditioning.

A preconditioning strategy described in the literature has also

been included in this study. An eigenvalue analysis for WEM model discretized with
around 3 and 7 nodes per wavelength has been studied and the results are presented.

Chapter Five presents two practical applications of the WEM model to examine its
suitability to real scale engineering problems while

Chapter Six presents broad conclusions and recommendations for further research
with an aim to improving the over all performance of the numerical scheme.
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C hapter 2

R eview of N um erical solution
techniques applicable to
H elm holtz equation
2.1

I n tr o d u c tio n

For most acoustic problems, the solution of the partial differential equations can
not be found in closed analytical form mainly due to complex geometry and the
boundary conditions [24, 25]. Therefore, an approximation of the exact solution is
searched for by transforming the m athem atical model into a set of algebraic equa
tions th a t are amenable to numerical solution procedures. The equations generally
result in the form

Ax = b

(2.1)

where A is a square matrix, which can be sparse or dense, real or complex, b is deter
mined by the boundary value d ata and x is the solution vector. Since the problem
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being addressed in this thesis is fully three-dimensional, any discretization would
result in a large number of unknowns and this results in a considerable amount of
com putational storage space being utilized. Three Dimensional problems also gen
erate m atrix equations with high bandwidth.

Direct methods based on Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting require pro
hibitive amount of additional storage, thus imposing a demand for iterative methods
the most advanced of which are the Krylov sub-space m ethods [26, 27, 28, 29]. This
chapter aims at providing a brief insight into some of the existing solvers th a t are
useful in providing solutions to the Helmholtz equation.

2.2

D irect Solvers

Any m athem atical model gives rise to a large linear system of algebraic equation.
One of the most common methods that is based on factorization of the matrix
in triangular factors is known as the ”LU Decomposition” approach [30]. In this
approach, the co-efficient m atrix is factorized into the product of a lower triangular
matrix, L and a upper triangular matrix, U such that

A = LU

(2.2)

The solution then can be easily obtained by solving two triangular systems

Ly = b

(2.3)

Ux = y

(2.4)

and

However, a significant limitation here is the amount of storage space required to store
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the triangular matrices, L and U due to the high bandw idth of the original m atrix A.

Direct methods, based on the above factorization are usually the choice in many
codes where problem sizes are small enough so th a t the storage requirement do
not exceed the available capacity. This is primarily due to their robustness and
their predictabihty in terms of time and storage required for com putation. Modern
day solvers have made it possible to efficiently solve fairly large linear systems in
a reasonable am ount of time particularly when the problem is two-dimensional.
For a system of linear equations with m oderate dimension, the solution is and can
be obtained by using direct solvers. Direct solvers give exact solutions except for
rounding-off errors, which may arise due to the o(L^) where b is the bandw idth of
the matrix, operations required. However, when the number of equations becomes
large, the use of iterative solvers becomes unavoidable.
As mentioned in the earlier chapter, three-dimensional problems generate system
matrices with higher bandw idth relative to the row count compared to two-dimensional
problems.

As a result, direct solvers suffer from poor scalability with respect to operation
counts and memory requirements of problems arising from the discretization of
P D E ’s from three-dimensional systems [31].

A set of problems using direct solvers in two and three-dimensional problems have
been presented in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2. The problems studied here are discretized
using the Wave Expansion M ethod. The com putations were performed on an IBM,
Pentium-IV machines with 882 MB of RAM and a clock speed of 2.2 Ghz.

Table 2.1 dem onstrates the ability of the direct solver to solve problems as big as
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327583 nodes in two-dimensions with a high amount of accuracy with respect to
both tim e and com putational resources. The im portant param eters associated with
the sinmlations are as follows
- TV- The size of the problem
- T- CPU Time in seconds
- Nf- Theoretical estimate of the number of floating point operations required
- Nm- Calculated Number of floating point operations required

Table 2.1; D irect Solver in T w o-D im en sion s
S.No

N

T

Nt

iVm

1

45366

6.34

2.0580e+9

2.0341e-F9

2

85833

15.92

7.3673e-^9

7.2552e-K9

3

135851

26.75

1.8455e+10

1.8193e-hl0

4

272362

73.28

7.4181e-f-10

7.3891e+10

5

327583

88.84

1.0731e+ll

9.4707e-hl0

Scattering over a 10 : 1 airfoil of chord length 0.38777 was chosen to study the suit
ability of a direct solver in two-dimensions. The domain was a rectangular domain
of length 1.58777 and breadth 0.8m. It was discretized using the Wave Expansion
M ethod (WEM) as explained in section 3.2 on triangular elements. The mesh spac
ing was 0.1m. N atural radiation conditions as presented in 3.2.2 were applied on all
four sides of the box. Neumann boundary conditions as described in section 3.2.2
were applied on the surface of the airfoil. The operating frequency was 16000i/z.
The source was a point source positioned at p{x,y) = (0.14,0.2). The real part of
the pressure obtained by scattering is shown in fig. 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Real part of pressure obtained by scattering over an airfoil

The above figure shows evidence of wave behaviour. Problem no.5 in Table 2.1
dem onstrates the amount of com putational resources required for the solution of
the problem.

Table 2.2 dem onstrates the ability of the direct solver to solve three-dimensional
problems.
Table 2.2: D ire c t S o lv er in T h re e -D im e n s io n s
S.No

N

T

Nt

Nrr,

1

5832

4.96

1.9835e-^ll

6.6324e-f-10

2

12167

44.96

1.8011e-M2

6.0127e-hll

3

24389

210.49

1.4507e-hl3

4.8393e-M2

4

39304

664.95

6.0716e-hl3

2.0248e-M3

5

50653

877.57

1.2996e-hl4

4.3336e-hl3

It can be observed from both the Tables 2.1 and 2.2 shows the amount of com puta
tional effort th a t is needed in order to solve three-dimensional problems. The table
also shows th a t there is not a significant difference between the theoretical floating
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point operations and the measured floating point operations.

Three-dimensional problems clearly require extensive com putational resources and
it is quite impossible to solve problems arising from discretization of really large
engineering systems of practical interest by direct solvers. Hence, it is imperative
to resort to iterative solvers.

2.3
2.3.1

Iterative Solvers
In tr o d u ctio n

Iterative methods can be classified into two groups, stationary and non-stationary
methods. Stationary methods refer to classical iterative methods such as Jacobi,
Gauss-Seidel and SSOR [32]. The non-stationary methods can be classified as Krylov
sub-space methods such as the Conjugate Gradient Squared (CCS) [39], generalized
minimal residual (GMRES) [33], bi-conjugate gradient (Bi-CG) and bi-conjugate
gradient stabilized (Bi-CGStab) [34].

This chapter does not aim at providing an exhaustive review of every possible itera
tive solvers th a t may be used for acoustic problems. The discussion in this chapter is
centered around the standard non-stationary iterative solvers th a t have been devel
oped, investigated and tested for acoustic problems. The latter part of the chapter
also discusses multigrid approaches and domain decomposition algorithms, which
have been studied for solving large acoustics problems arising out of the discretiza
tion of the helmholtz equation.

The convergence rates for the above iterative solvers vary from application to ap
plication. For a particular type of problem, the iterative solver may or may not
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converge and can often take a significant more time than direct solvers subject to
memory availability. However, this particular phenomenon can, in principle, be im
proved by the use of another m atrix known as the preconditioner, which is discussed
in detail in C hapter 4.

The following sections provide a brief review of some of the standard iterative solvers
th a t have been used for solving large linear system of equations.

2 .3 .2

B a sic Ite r a tiv e M eth o d s

Iterative m ethods are usually of two types: stationary and non-stationary methods.
Stationary methods are usually simpler, easier to understand and implement when
compared to non-stationary methods. However, they are generally less as effective
and probably of little value when attem pting solutions of the Helmholtz equation,
which is poorly conditioned at high ”ka” values [10].

On the other hand, non-

stationary methods are a relatively recent development, more difficult to understand
but can be very effective. The subsequent sections explore the methods in more
detail.

2 .3 .3

S ta tio n a r y M eth o d s

Consider a basic splitting

A = U - G,U,G

(2.5)

where N is the number of unknowns. By substituting Eq. 2.5into Eq.2.1 we obtain

{ U - G ) u = g < ^ U u = g + Gu
For

(2.6)

the approxim ate solution after the (j —1)^^ iteration, the new approxima-
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tion

can be computed as

Uu^ = g + Gu^-^ ^

= U - \ g + Gu^~^)

(2.7)

Thus,

uJ =

U-^g + (I - U- ^A) u^- ^
^

^

( 2 .8 )

=

with

— l'.=g — Au^~^ the residual after the (j —1)^^ iteration, and I the identity

matrix. Equation 2.8 is defined as the basic iterative method. The way in which the
splitting is chosen primarily distinguishes the basic iteration strategy. The m atrix
A could be decomposed in the following way

A = D - E -U

(2.9)

where
- —D the diagonal
- —E the strictly lower triangular part of A
- —U the strictly upper triangular part of A
In the Jacobi method, A = D —E \s chosen and the iteration is carried out as follows

(2-10)

By splitting A = L —U,

the Gauss-Seidel iteration isobtained, where L and U

are the upper and lowertriangular matrices, respectively.The resulting iteration is
w ritten as follows

uJ =

yJ-i

(2-11)
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By extrapolating the Gauss-Seidel Method, the Successive Overrelaxation Method,
or SOR can be devised. The extrapolation takes the form of a weighted residual
approach between the previous iterate and the computed Gauss-Seidel iterate suc
cessively for each component as follows

{1

-

(2 . 12)

where {x denotes a Gauss-Seidel iterate , and

is the relaxation factor). The basic

+

idea here is to choose an optimal value for /i th a t will enhance the rate of convergence
of the iterates to the solution. In m atrix terms, the SOR equation can be written
as follows:

xW = { D -

+ {iiU + (1 - ^l)D)x^^-^'^ + fi{D -

(2.13)

The pseudo-code for the SOR can be found in [32]. Further developments on the
SOR involve the optimization of the relaxation factor

2 .3 .4

N o n -sta tio n a r y m e th o d s- K ry lo v S u b sp a ce M eth o d s

The Krylov subspace iterations are developed based on a construction of consecutive
iterants in a Krylov subspace as expressed

K^{A,r^) = span{r^, A r ^ ,
where r^:=g-Au^ is the initial residual, with

(2-14)
the initial solution. The dimensions

is equal to j and increases by one at each step of the approximation process.
The idea of Krylov subspace methods can be outlined as follows. For an initial
solution u^, the approximations

at every step to the solution u is coinputed as
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follows

G
T he Krylov subspace

+ K^A,r^),j > 1

(2-15)
. By considering

is constructed by th e basis

th e residual r^=g-Au^ in 2.14, th e residual for th e

step is obtained as follows

r^ = r ° - A V ^ l /
where

and

(2.16)

. It is observed from 2.16 th a t Krylov subspace

m ethods prim arily rely on the construction of the basis of

and the vector

. In

general, two m ethods can be identified for th e construction of the basis of the vector
, nam ely the Arnoldi m ethod and the Lanczos’s m ethod. T he vector y^ can be
constructed by a residual projection or by a residual norm m inim ization m ethod.

In th e subsequent sections, some of the Krylov subspace m ethods, which are used in
th e num erical sim ulations in this thesis are described in detail. In particular. Con
ju g ate G radient Squared (CGS), the Bi-C onjugate G radient Stabilization M ethod
(Bi-CGSTAB) and th e Generalized M inimal Residual (GM RES) m ethod is described
here. Quasi M inimal R esidual (QM R) [35] and its sym m etrical version SQMR [36]
have also been used by certain authors for the iterative solutions of the Helm holtz
equation [37].

2 .3 .5

C on ju gate G rad ien t Sq uared M eth o d

In th e C onjugate G radient (CG) m ethod, a vector
is m inim al, where ||ti|U = (Au,

E

k (A,

r°) such th a t ||w —

For this purpose, th e vector
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m

is expressed

as
(2-17)
w here

is th e search direction. T he residual vectors satisfy th e recurrence

^ j+ i _ ^3 _ (yj j[pj

(2.18)

For all r-^’s to be orthogonal, th e condition to be satisfied is th a t

= 0.

Here (a, b) denotes th e sta n d a rd H erm itian inner p roduct a * b , which reduces to the
transposed inner p roduct a^b, if a, 6 € N. Thus,

j.i) = 0 —+ (W —a^AjP,r^) = 0

(2-19)

which gives,
{r\r^)

■

( 2 . 20 )

(Ap^, rJ )
Since th e next search direction

is a linear com bination of

p>+^ =

and

, i.e.,

( 2 .2 1 )

the denom inator in 2.20 can be w ritten as {Ap^, p^ — P ^ ~^ p^ ~ ^) = {A p ^, p^ ) since
{ Ap^ , p^ ~^ )=0 . Also because { A p ^ ^ ^ , p ^ ) = 0 , we find th a t

0^
In th e

r j +1
=

1

---- ( 2 . 22 )

CG algorithm , the assum ption m ade a b o u t

the co-efficient m atrix is th a t it

is sym m etric positive definite. T he CG algorithm m ay be th en w ritten as follows;
1 Set the initial guess;

C om pute

= g — A u ^ . Set

2 do j = 0 ,1 ,....
20

= r°.

3

= {r^,r^)/{Ap^,p^)

4

If accurate then quit.

5 T-i+i = 7-i —

/{r^,r^).

6
7

A p^.

= r-^+i +

.

8 enddo
The above algorithm requires only short recurrences, one m atrix/vector multiplica
tion and a few vector updates. For general matrices, the above algorithm suffers
from poor convergence because the orthogonality condition cannot be satisfied. In
the case of Helmholtz equation, where the definiteness of the stiffness m atrix gener
ated cannot be guaranteed, the product (V^)*AV^ =: T^) is possibly singular and
nearly singular [40]. Hence, the above algorithm is only suited for symmetric ma
trices and is deemed unfit to be used for matrices th a t are generated by the Wave
Expansion M ethod, which are sparse, complex and unsymmetric.

2.3 .6

B i-C o n ju g a te G rad ien t S ta b iliza tio n , B i-C G S T A B

The Bi-Conjugate Gradient Stabilization algorithm is a Krylov iterative method
suited for unsymmetric matrices and is based on the non-symmetric Lanczos algo
rithm . This algorithm is based on the construction of two bi-orthogonal bases for
two Krylov subspaces: K{A,r^) and L{{A*,r^)).

Fletcher [38] states th a t the resulting algorithm also has short recurrences (one ma
trix/vector multiplication and a few vector updates). The algorithm is referred to
as Bi-CG, solves both the systems Au = g and the system A*u = g, which is usually
not required. It is observed by Sonneveld [39] th a t throught the BiCG process th a t
until convergence only

is exploited. It is also further noticed by Sonneveld th at
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the vectors rJ can be constructed from BiCG polynomials (t){A). These vectors can
be obtained during the Bi-CG process by the relation

= c/>j(A)r^. This results in

an algorithm, called the Conjugate Gradient Squared (CGS), which does not require
the multiplication by A*. CGS, as mentioned by Erlangga [40] suffers from irregular
convergence and has also been observed in this study.

van der Vorst [34] proposed a smoothly converging variant of the CGS by introducing
another polynomial relation for

of the form

= c/)j{A)ipj{A)r‘^. The residual

is associated with the Bi-CG iteration while ipj is another polynomial

polynomial

determined from a simple recurrence in order to stabilize the convergence behaviour.
The Bi-CGSTAB algorithm may then be w ritten as follows:
:= g — Au^] r arbitrary.

1 Compute
2

:=

3 for j = l,2,... until convergence do:
4

:= {r^, r / {A p^ , f)

5

:=

6

:= {A s^ , s ^ )/{ A s ^ , As^)

Ap^

7

:=

8

:=

—uj^As^

9 (3^ :=
10

f)/(r-^, r) x
:=

—

uj^AfP)

11 enddo
In the above algorithm, step 9 is a m atrix vector multiplication and is the compu
tationally intensive part of this algorithm.
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Bi-CGSTAB is a very a ttrac tiv e algorithm com pared to CGS. However, if th e pa
ram eter LOj in step no. 6 gets very close to zero, the algorithm m ay stag n ate or
break down. It has been suggested by E rlangga [40] th a t th is is likely to happen
when A is real and has complex eigen values w ith an im aginary p a rt larger th an
the real p a rt. In such situations, it is expected th a t uj is very close to zero and
can be b e tte r handled by the m inim um residual polynom ial i f { A ) of higher order.
Bi-CGSSTAB has been successfully im plem ented by m any researchers for the study
of the H elm holtz problem . Some of th e them are briefly included in this section.

Plessix and M ulder [41] employed the Bi-CGSTAB algorithm for th e iterative solu
tion of th e linear system of equations arising from th e discretization of the Helm holtz
equation by th e finite elem ent m ethod. T his work involved th e im plem entation of
the preconditioner by th e m ethod of separation of variables. T heir applications were
m ainly in th e dom ains of problem s arising in seismic modelling. And they m ainly
studied problem s in two-dim ensions and for frequencies ranging from lOHz to 50Hz.

Turkel and E rlangga [42] im plem ented the Bi-CGSTAB for acoustic scattering prob
lems ab o u t a general body. T hey employed a finite elem ent procedure to discretize
the problem and solved th e resu ltan t linear system by the Bi-CG STA B algorithm
and w ith an ILU preconditioner.

E rlangga’s thesis [40] proposed and discussed an iterative m eth o d to solve th e dis
crete H elm holtz equation in 2D and 3D a t very high w avenum bers. His m ethod
is capable of solving problem s w ith strong heterogeneities arising from geophysical
applications. He used the m ethod of separation of variables and m ultigrid as pre
conditioners and th e final system is solved by the Bi-CGSTAB algorithm .
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2 .3 .7

G e n eralized M in im a l R e s id u a l-(G M R E S )

T he GM RES m ethod is prim arily an extension of th e M inim al R esidual M ethod
(M INRES) [43].

T he GM RES is applicable to unsym m etric system s unlike the

M INRES, which is applicable to sym m etric system s. T he GM RES algorithm , which
was introduced by Saad and Schultz [33] and minimizes th e residual norm over the
Krylov subspace is given as follows:
1 Choose

= g — A u ^ , (3 := ||

C om pute

||2

andv^ := r°//3

2 for j = l,2,. . .,m do:
:= Av^

3 C om pute

4 for i= l,2 ,. . .,m do:
5

h i , j :=

6

end do

7

hj + l . j =11

8

+ 1=

II2

/ h j + 1, j

9 end do
10 C om pute y ^ : the m inim izer of jj /3ei — Hm y

II2 a n d u ^ =

+

V ^y^

Steps 2 to 9 describe the Arnoldi algorithm for orthogonalization.

In line 10, a

m inim alization process is defined by solving a least square problem

J{y) =

119 -

A u 1I2

(2.23)

where

u = u^ + V'^y
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(2.24)

is any vector in k ^.

The m ajor drawback to GMRES is th a t the amount of work and storage required
per iteration rise hnearly with the iteration count. The com putational cost associ
ated with using the solver will eventually and rapidly become prohibitive unless and
until one attains convergent solutions quickly. The most common way to counter
this problem is by restarting the iterations m. By choosing the restart value m, the
accumulated d ata is cleared and the intermediate results are used as the initial d ata
for the next set of iterations. This procedure is applied until one attains satisfactory
convergence. However, a major problem lies in the decision of a suitable value for m.
If m is too small, the algoritlun may be very slow to converge or not converge at all,
on the other hand, if m is quite large the it results in additional storage and memory
requirements thus increasing the overall com putational complexity. Choosing the
value of m depends on tests made on a few sample test matrices and is purely a
m atter of experience. GMRES has been used extensively by researchers in order to
obtain satisfactory and convergent solutions of Helmholtz equations.

Heikkola et.

al [44] used the algorithm in the solution of the linear system of

equations obtained from the discretization of the Helmholtz equation by a fictitious
domain m ethod with absorbing boundary conditions. They carried out a finite ele
ment discretization of the problem by using locally fitted meshes and used algebraic
fictitious domain methods with separable preconditioners in the iterative solution
of the resultant geometry.

Elman et. al [45] used the GMRES in their scheme by emplojdng a suitable pre
conditioner. Their preconditioners enabled efficient parallel solution of the 3 — D
Helmholtz equation on large uniform grids and they also observed th a t the per-
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formance of the restarted versions of GMRES was relatively insensitive to the
discretization mesh size and wave number and realized high scope for parallelism
amongst these algorithms.

2.4

M u ltigrid A pproaches

The multigrid approach was first proposed by R.P. Fedorenko [46] for solving the
finite difference equations arising from the five-point approximation of the Poisson
equation in a rectangular domain. The results obtained from his paper demon
strated the enormous potential of the multigrid approach. The multigrid techniques
were generalized to variational finite diff'erence equations and general finite element
equations by G.P Astrachanzev [47] and V.G. Korneev [48] in the 70’s. A part from
the Russian school, the multigrid was also researched by B randt and Hackbusch [49]
and they generalized it to new classes of problems and developed the theory. The
basic principles of a multigrid algorithm are;
1 Perform some steps of a basic iterative method to smooth out the error.
2 Restrict the current state of the problem to a subset of the grid points, the
so-called ’’coarse grid” , and solve the resulting project problem.
3 Interpolate the coarse grid solution back to the original grid, and perform a
number of steps of the basic m ethod again.
The steps 1 and 3 are referred to as the ” pre-smoothing” and ’’post-smoothing” :
with the application of this m ethod recursively to step 2 it becomes a true ’’m ulti
grid” method. Usually, the generation of subsequently coarser grids is halted at a
point w^here the number of variables becomes small enough th a t direction solution
of the system can be attem pted.
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T he above m ethod is referred to as the ” V-cycle” m ethod.

In this m ethod, the

process basically contains of descending through a series of coarser grids and then
ascending th e sam e sequence in th e reverse order. A schem atic representation of the
” V-cycle” m ethod is shown in Fig. 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Schem atic representation of a V-cycle m ultigrid

T he above figure dem onstrates a basic ” V-cycle"’ approach. T he scheme proceeds
through a series of coarse grids until a stage where the problem is small enough to
be solved directly.
A basic algorithm of th e ”V-cycle” is explained below. Given A and / , where A is
the global stiffness m atrix, and / is determ ined by the boundary value d a ta
1

perform one step of an iterative m ethod tow ards solving A u = f using initial
guess of 1/ = 0

2 calculate the residue r = Aiy — f
3 reduce A and r to a coarser grid
4

determ ine the error e by solving A e = r on th e coarser grid

5 project e to the original grid
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6 correct u = u — e
7 perform another step of th e iterative m ethod tow ards solving A u= f, now using
initial guess u.
Mostly, in m any instances th e m ultigrid m ethods can be shown to have an alm ost
optim al num ber of operations, th a t is, th e work involved is proportional to th e num 
ber of variables.

T he above description depicts th e im portance of the iterative m ethods in m ulti
grid approaches. T heir role as sm oothers cannot be ignored. M ultigrids also play
a very im p o rtan t role in iterative system s as preconditioners. Some m ultigrid pre
conditioners try to obtain nearly optim al results as th a t of th e full m ultigrid m ethod.

E lm an et al. in th eir work [45] have used a m odified m ultigrid algorithm to obtain
solutions for th e iterative algorithm . In their work, they used GM RES a t coarse
levels and o uter iterations. T hey observed th a t th e usage of GM RES as a pre and
post sm oother produces an algorithm whose perform ance depends m ildly on the
wave num ber and is robust for norm alized wave num bers as large as two hundred.
Laird et. al [50] used th e m ultigrid approach as a preconditioner to solve th e 2D H elm holtz problem o b tained by a finite elem ent discretization.

T heir system

employed GM RES as th e K rylov subspace solver and th ey carried out num erical
experim ents for increasing w^ave num bers.

O th er exam ples and instances of the im plem entation of th e m ultigrid the reader is
referred to Axelsson and E ijhkout [51], Axelsson and Vassileveski [52], Braess [53],
M aite and M usy [54], M cCorm ick and Thom as [55], Y serentant [56], Wesseling [57].
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A set of problems are studied in this thesis by the use of ”V-cycle” multigrid ap
proach on the Helmholtz Equation discretized by the WEM. The smoother used in
this simulation is Gauss-Seidel iterative scheme. The interpolation operator used
here is the bi-linear interpolation. And the restriction operator here is the ’’straight
injection”- straight injection - each coarse grid point is given the value of the corre
sponding fine grid point. The choice of the smoother, the interpolation operator and
the restriction operator have been obtained from [58]. The important parameters
associated with this simulation are
- N (initial)- The original size of the problem
- N (final) - The final reduced size of the problem
- Hn - Helmholtz Number
- ppw (initial)- Nodes per wavelength (initial)
- ppw (final)- Nodes per wavelength (final)

Table 2.3: P erfo rm an ce o f th e m u ltig rid ap p ro ach for a set of p ro b lem s in
tw o-dim ensions
S.No

N (initial)

N (final)

Hn

ppw (initial)

ppw (final)

1

95634

29873

221.64

8

4

2

88248

226322

193.9

8

4

3

72134

17632

166.23

8

4

4

45321

11431

147.76

8

4

Problem noA from Table 2.3 was chosen to represent the results graphically. The
domain was a simple square of 8m. It was discretized using the Wave Expansion
Method (WEM) as explained in section 3.2 on triangular elements. The initial
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mesh spacing was 0.04m and it was increased to 0.08m. N atural radiation con
ditions as presented in 3.2.2 were applied on all four sides of the square.

The

operating frequency was 1000/fz. A Gauss-Seidel iterative method was adopted
for pre-smoothing and post-smoothing operations. The source was a point source
placed at p{x, y) = (—4,2.8).

The real p art of the pressure of the problem studied is shown in Fig. 2.3.
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Figure 2.3; Real part of pressure on a box shaped domain using the multigrid
approach

The ”V” cycle multigrid is seen to provide satisfactory results, which is demon
strated by its wave behaviour.

The indefiniteness of the stiffness m atrix at large wavenumbers k has prevented
multigrid approaches from being applied to the discrete Helmholtz equation with
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the same success as these methods have enjoyed for symmetric positive-definite
problems. Some of the proposed multilevel strategies for the Helmholtz equation
impose restrictions on the coarse grid, requiring th at these grids be sufficiently
fine for the algorithm to be convergent. These kind of lim itations really impose a
restriction on the utility of the techniques. Standard smoothers such as Jacobi and
Gauss-Seidel relaxation become unsuitable for indefinite problems since there are
always error components th a t are amplified by these smoothers [45]. The difficulties
with the coarse grid corrections are usually attributed to the poor approximation of
the Helmholtz operator on very coarse meshes, since such meshes cannot adequately
resolve waves with wavelength A=27r//c.

2.4.1

D o m a in D e c o m p o sitio n

Considerable amount of attention has been given to domain decomposition m eth
ods in recent years for linear elliptic problems. Domain decomposition involves the
subdivision of a given problem into a number of sub-problems. Each of these sub
problems are solved separately before being combined to give the global solution of
the entire domain. This opens the possibility of using direct solvers locally. The
subdivision can be done both at the physical problem level or at a stage when the
problem has been discretized. At the discretized problem level, the sub-problems are
merely a collection of a set of linear equations th a t have been re-arranged and can
be solved independently. In these approaches modelling the interfaces between the
domains becomes critical as does the resulting global iteration of the local solution.
Breaking the problems at a physical level can also offer advantageous for solving
problems involving different m athem atical models like different material properties
and one can also achieve iteration control term ination.

The idea of domain decomposition has a long evolving history. The earliest possi-
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ble dom ain decom position algorithm for th e tre a tm e n t of Schwarz algorithm s a t the
physical problem level was due to Schwarz [59]. In this problem , Schwarz considered
an elliptic bou n d ary value problem posed on an irregular dom ain th a t was m ade up
by two irregular dom ains when th e solution for each of those dom ains could be
obtained relatively easily. It is also believed th a t the first dom ain decom position al
gorithm to tre a t a variety of problem s ranging from elasticity to electrical netw orks
was by K ron [60].

Generally, th ere are two types of dom ain decom position techniques based on w hether
th e subdom ains overlap w ith one another (Schwarz) or are separated from one an
o ther by interfaces (Schur Com plem ent m ethods, iterative su bstructuring) [59, 61].
In this thesis, th e description of th e overlapping subdom ains (Schwarz type) and
their ability to be used as preconditioners for th e krylov subspace system s is only
considered.

O v e r la p p in g S u b d o m a in M e th o d s
Given a p a rtial differential equation on a bounded dom ain

a dom ain decom posi

tion m ethod for its solution can be outlined as follows:
- P a rtitio n the dom ain into subdom ains
- solve local problem s on th e subdom ains
- connect the local solutions by im posing continuity of suitable quantities defined
on th e local boundaries, in order to obtain a global solution on

Q .

M ore precisely, by the above approach an iteration scheme can be obtained by
obtaining solutions a t which, th e local problem s are solved on the subdom ains, in
sequence or parallel, w ith bou n d ary conditions determ ined by the solutions a t the
precedent step. T he whole procedure can be employed to build a preconditioner
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as suggested by Toselli [62]. Overlapping domains methods are easy to implement
as additive Schwarz iteration. In this method, the computation is first performed
on each subdomain with known boundary condition and with unknown boundary
condition on the interface with other subdomains. From this com putation, new
boundary conditions are obtained on the interfaces and transferred to the other
subdomains. This process is made iteratively until convergence as shown in Fig.
2.4. On each subdomain, an exact solver (LU) or an iterative solver can be used. Of
course, this method is easy to parallelize, since each subdomain can be computed
in parallel. So it is well adapted to coarse grain parallelism.
I. C om pute w ilh
exact a m i
unkno'^ n B C

rdsulu

(.'omfrutr \itth

Figure 2.4: Basic idea of the additive Schwarz iteration

On the other hand, the performance of multiplicative Schwarz iteration is often
better, since the unknown boundary conditions are approximated faster as shown
in Fig. 2.5. However, this method seems to be more difficult to parallelize, since it
appears to be sequential by nature. The technique of multicoloring must then be
used to improve its parallel efficiency.
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Figure 2.5: Basic idea of the multiphcative Schwarz iteration

Generally for Schwarz problems, the preconditioner is constructed by solving a se
quence of subdomain problems of the form: Find TjC £ Vi, such that

(2.25)

a{TiC,v) = b { v , c ) , y v e V i

where TiC is a projection of the error onto the subspace Vi. Then the additive
schwarz preconditioning of the linear system can be w ritten as

M~'^Au = {Ti + ... +

(2.26)

T n )u = g

where

(2.27)

+ ... +

And the preconditioned system for the multiplicative Schwarz algorithm system can
be w ritten as follows

M~^Au = ( / - ( / - Tn)...{I - Ti))u =

g

(2.28)

where the preconditioning operation w := M~^v is defined by the sequence of op
erations

2 Vj = Vj — \ +

— Avj —l), for j= 2,...,J.

3 w = vj
Usually, in an additive schwarz process, the number N of subdomains is allowed
to be equal to the number of processors available and the size of the overlap is de
term ined by the available memory on each processor. In the case of multiplicative
schwarz algorithm the subdomains are coloured in order to improve parallelism.

Cai and Saad [63] employed domain decomposition algorithms methods for finite
element problems for solving general large sparse linear systems arising from the
discretization of partial differential equations, more particularly on unstructured
meshes. In their work, they made use of the graph theory in order to partition the
domains. They observed th a t whilst switching from the domains to the adjacency
graph of the stiffness matrix, the concept of Euclidean distance, which plays an
im portant role in the optim ality analysis of these domain decomposition methods,
is lost.

A technique employed by Ernst and Golub [64] was to separate the interior problem
from the boimdary problem, and to solve the two problems independently and then
iterate them to obtain a solution of the complete problem. They described this as
a preconditioning of a suitably reordered system. The system is then solved by an
iterative methods th at it is intended for the non-Hermitian system. They observed
th a t the preconditioning system avoids the difficulty of the radiation condition and
can thus be performed using a fast solver.

Another study pertaining to the modification of the standard overlapping schwarz
algorithm was performed by Casarin et. al [65]. This involved allowing discontinu
ities across the interfaces between the subdomains, and using a Sommerfeld-type,
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quasi-transparent boundary condition for the local solvers; they observed th a t this
resulted in a very efficient iterative method.

2.5

D iscussion

The overall effectiveness of a numerical system depends not only on the discretiza
tion procedure but also on the efficiency of the solution technique. This chapter
provides a brief review into the solution techniques th a t could possibly be used in
providing solutions to the Helmholtz equation. It has been shown in this chapter
th a t it is essential to resort to iterative techniques since solving the system of equa
tions by a direct elimination m ethod quickly becomes com putationally prohibitive.

Indefiniteness of the m atrix equation 2.1 at large wavenumbers is often the ma
jor difficulty in the implementation of the Krylov subspace methods. Moreover,
problem sizes also influence the convergence. It is well established th a t a suitable
preconditioner can help in improving the properties of an iterative m ethod and very
often, the numerical system may not even converge without the application of a
preconditioning matrix.

The most interesting features of the multigrid methods are its mesh-independent
convergence and its optimal scalability. The multigrid approach has been success
fully applied for lower frequencies. It should be remembered, however th a t these
methods are usually effective when the basis functions, which generate significant
diffusion error have been used by lower order finite element discretizations. How
ever, with the increase in wave number, the error components are further magnified
by the standard smoothers th a t are applied. This causes the m ethod to break down
at high frequencies [45].
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The study of the overlapping domain decomposition or schwarz techniques as a
preconditioning strategy is a very popular and effective technique as dem onstrated
by the literature. The attaraction of this m ethod is its physical basis and asso
ciate potential for iteration control as distinct from all stationary or non-stationary
”black-box” approaches.
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C h apter 3

Im plem entation of th e
N um erical S ystem
3.1

In tr o d u c tio n

As mentioned in the previous chapter, numerical modelling of acoustic propagation
in three-dimensions presents severe com putational challenges as a uniform mesh re
finement must be m aintained throughout the com putational domain. In addition,
models of three-dimensional problems generate system m atrix equations with high
bandw idth which must be solved using iterative techniques. Considerable research
on improvement of iteration performance for these problems have been reported
in recent literature. In this chapter, the possibility of using the Wave Expansion
M ethod (WEM) as the discretization scheme with standard Krylov sub-space iter
ative solvers is investigated. This study has been confined to spatially homogenous
meshes and the effect of local mesh refinement has been excluded in order to ac
commodate geomteric details. The given mesh can also be characterized by a single
mesh density param eter.
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W EM represents an emerging class of discretization techniques which are much
m ore efficient th a n stan d ard finite elem ent/finite difference approaches as it can
be accurately used w ith nodal densities as low as 2-3 per wavelength w ith each
node having one degree of freedom (pressure). However, the conditioning of the
com putational tem plates generated by this discretization is often poor.

3.2

W ave E xpansion M eth o d

As m entioned elsewhere in this thesis, th e efficiency of th e num erical techniques
is usually evaluated by th e num ber of discretization points per wavelength (ppw)
required to obtain an accurate solution. T he ppw is defined by

ppw =

(3.1)

where h is the m inim um nodal spacing in th e mesh.

It is known from the Nyquist theory of signal processing analysis th a t, in order to
avoid aliasing effects, the sam pling rate m ust be a t least twice th a t of th e highest
frequency involved [14]. Thus, a m inim um of two points per wavelength are required
and this can be approached using W EM .

W EM is a full field discretization technique and is analogous to the original ’’G reen’s
Function D iscretization” m ethod developed by C aruthers et.al [22].
a local interpolation form ula to solve Eq.

It provides

1.3 using plane waves as fundam ental

solutions, which can be considered to represent G reen’s functions when th e origins
are a t infinity. A detailed description about th e im plem entation of th e m ethod and
th e b oundary conditions can be found in [22, 24, 66, 67, 69]. T he description is
included here for completeness.
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3.2.1

W ave E x p a n sio n M e th o d - F orm u lation

In principle any fundam ental solution set to th e Helm holtz equation m ay be used
as in terpolants b u t plane waves are popular because of their sim plicity (an origin
point does not have to be defined) and their ability to directly m odel propagation
under locally uniform flow conditions. A sim ple form ulation using plane waves is
described. T he pressure a t th e central point in the cell m ay be approxim ated as a
com bination of plane waves. T his can be sta te d as
N

=

(3 .2 )
n=l

where
tu d e

7

is th e unit propagation vector of the n** plane wave w ith complex am pli
„. By using m atrix n o tatio n Eq. 3.2 m ay be w ritten as

Po = H r o ) ^

(3.3)

where Po=p(^o), ^(^o) is a I x N row vector of plane wave functions evaluated a t tq
and

7

is a colunm vector of th e wave strengths. If we apply the sam e approxim ation

to th e other nodal positions in th e cell we w rite

p =

(3.4)

where p is a A^xl vector of th e pressure a t each surrounding node {xm}m=i

H m n

=

(3.5)

A com putational tem p late m ay be then form ed by com bining Eq. 3.3 and 3.4. T he
pseudo-inverse of H is denoted by + sign. In stu d y the inversion followed th e m orse
penrose m ethod based on a singular value decom position.

Some studies [22, 24]

have shown th a t th e accuracy of th e overall m ethod is largely insensitive to th e
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pseudoinversion procedure chosen.

po = hH+p

(3.6)

In this formulation the number of wave functions N is usually greater (60 for a
3D problem), than the number of points used in the neigbourhood (26). Use of
an overdetermined system tends to prevent highly oscillatory am plitude vectors 7
and has been commented on in [22]. In addition, displacements relative to th a t
of the central node ro = 0 in Eq. 3.5may be used in the formulation which will
dram atically improve the conditioning of the tem plate [25, 68].

3 .2 .2

B ou n d ary C o n d itio n s

Due to the flexibility of the basic formulation, boundary conditions may often be
implemented in a variety of ways e.g. [22, 69]. In the sections presented below, some
examples are given.
N e u m a n n C o n d itio n

Neumann boundary conditions are applied as follows. When the point under con
sideration is a part of the boundary, at each neighbour node on the boundary,
a normal velocity (u„) condition is applied

(3.7)
dur

is applied to augment the constraint Eq. 3.4 to get

/

p

\

/

dh{x^^)/d n r,

Qm
\

'■ /

H

\
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T

—

Haug'y

(3.8)

A pseudo-inversion of Eq. 3.8 m ay be now perform ed giving

(3.9)

S u b stitu tin g and left-right partitio n in g Eq. 3.9 into Eq. 3.2, yields

Po = h { H a u g ) L P

+

Rq

(3.10)

T his is not a ’’n a tu ra l” b oundary condition as it would be in th e case of finite
elem ent m ethod [22].

R a d ia tio n
It was proposed by C aru th ers et.al [22] to ’’n a tu ra lly ” im pose radiation conditions
at a point Tq lying on a radiation boundary, by restricting the directions of the
fundam ental solutions

to outw ard propagation only as shown in Fig.

3.1.

n
O

Figure 3.1: N atu ral R adiation B oundary C ondition Im plem entation
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Then a special ’’radiation” tem plate is then constructed including only these outward
propagation directions,

(3.11)

P = H radl

The pressure at the subject radiating point, is then given by

(3.12)
The selection of the perm itted outward radiation cone necessary to exclude solutions
with predominantly grazing components is one which has also been commented on
in the literature [69]. Once the com putational templates have been computed, each
node will generate one row in an overall system m atrix A.

Im p ed an ce

An alternative, ” non-natural” approach, is to use the specific acoustic impedance
{Z) of freely propagation acoustic waves (”/9 q

c

”

or ’’plane wave dam per” ) defined

as

dp{x^

■Po^ r b

(3.13)

dn
where

is any point lying on the radiating boundary, n is the normal outward

boundary and po is the air density. The boundary conditions are implemented with
the same approach th a t w'as described for the Neumann conditions as described
below.

/

H

\

d h (x \^ ld n .m + i{ p o ^ lZ )h {x \^

\

')

/
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—

H a u g 'l

(3.14)

A fter pseudo-inversion and partitioning, th e tem p late reduces to

Po = h{H+^g)LP

(3.15)

To be strictly valid this requires th e waves to propagate norm al to th e boundary.

3 .2 .3

A lg o r ith m ic Im p le m e n ta tio n o f th e W ave E x p a n sio n M e th o d

As per th e form ulation of th e W EM for acoustic problem s, for each discretization
point, two tem plates, nam ely h and H , defined as
N

hi =

(3.16)
i=l

where h is a vector of dim ension (1 x A'’) which approxim ates th e pressure value a t
th e central point in th e com putational cell, and
M

N

//y =

(3.17)
j=l 2=1

where H is a m atrix of dim ension (A/ x N ) , which approxim ates th e pressure values
a t a discrete num ber M of neighbouring points in th e cell. T he pressure a t the
central point in th e cell,

Pq, is th en given as

PO = h H + p

(3.18)

where p isa (M x 1)vector of pressure values a t th e neighbouring nodes, and the
superscript -|- denotes the pseudo-inverse operation. In order to com pute th e m a
trices h and H , it is necessary to know th e co-ordinates of the nodal points in th e
com putational dom ain and their order of num bering. T his is referred to as th e ’con
nectivities’.
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Once the connectivities are computed, then the pseudo-inverse of the m atrix H
is computed. For boundary nodes, Neumann and/or radiation conditions can be
apphed by augmenting the tem plate m atrix Haug prior to the pseudo-inversion op
eration. This procedure involves the com putation of the derivatives of the equation
3.17 along the direction normal to the boundary. Once H~^ (or H^^g) has been
obtained, the resulting m atrix is used to fill the overall stiffness matrix.

This procedure is repeated for each discretization point in the mesh. Thus, the
stiffness m atrix is fully assembled.

3,3

Solu tion T echniques for th e W ave E xp an sion M eth o d

Any numerical technique is incomplete without an adequate solution procedure.
And any discretization scheme of Eq. 1.3 results in a linear system of equations of
the form

Ax = b

(3.19)

where A is the coefficient matrix, x is the solution vector and b is determined by
the boundary data.

Since the problem is fully three-dimensional, any discretization results in a large
number of unknowns and this results in a considerable am ount of com putational
storage space being utilized. Direct methods based on Gaussian elimination with
partial pivoting require a prohibitive amount of additional storage due to large fill
in, which occurs in 3 — D problems. This demands the need for iterative methods
namely standard Krylov subspace methods, which is discussed in detail in C hapter
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2 as the storage requirements can be relatively low.

In this study, the iterative solutions of the numerical system have been attem pted
with standard krylov subspace solvers, Bi-CGSTAB and the various restarted ver
sions of GMRES. The behaviour of the numerical system with respect to the type
of meshes used for the discretization was analyzed.

3.4

W ave E xp an sion M eth o d -Im p lem en ta tio n on stru c
tu red m eshes

The Helmholtz equation was discretized on structured hexahedral meshes in order
to study the behaviour of the numerical system in simulating simple box shaped
domains with free radiation conditions.

3.4.1

N u m erica l R e su lts for str u c tu r e d e lem en ts u sin g B i-C G S T A B

A set of problems mainly depicting box shaped domains were studied for increasing
Helmholtz numbers. They were discretized using the Wave Expansion M ethod on
structured hexahedral elements and free radiation conditions as described in section
3.2.2 were applied on all faces of the box. A box shaped domain is shown in Fig.
3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Schem atic representation of th e problem
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Figure 3.3: Sparsity Pattern of the stiffness matrix (Number of non-zeros=17757796)

The sparsity pattern of the stiffness matrix obtained after the discretization is shown
in Fig. 3.3. The matrix structured is highly sparse and very ordered.

Simulations were carried out using the Bi-CGSTAB algorithm, described in detail
in section 2.3.6. In the simulations, the zero vector was the initial guess

(x q )

and

iterations were carried out until the residual vector attained a tolerance level of 10“ ^.
The equation solver was implemented in Matlab using double precision accuracy.
The problems reported herein were solved on an IBM, Pentium-IV machines with
882 MB of RAM and a clock speed of 2.2 Ghz. The residual norm is defined by

\\AX-B\\/\\B\\
The parameters associated with the numerical experiments were:
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(3.20)

• N - The number of degrees of freedom of the model
• ppw - Nodes per wavelength
• ka - Helmholtz Number
• f - The frequency associated with the discretization, in Hz
• iter - Total number of iterations to achieve convergence
e time - The amount of time taken to achieve convergence, in seconds
• Memory - Memory in Mb consumed by the iteration (d ata+ stack + tex t) con
sumed in the process.

Table 3.1: P erform ance o f th e num erical sy stem for b ox sh ap ed dom ains
u sing B i-C G S T A B
S.No

N

ppw

f

ka

iter

time

Memory (Mb)

1

40755

3

100

127.4

282

136.00
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2

84456

3

500

91.3

263

129.5

60

3

185193

3

1000

91.27

367

737.25

90

4

232356

3

4000

292.09

1000

2340.2

188

5

673266

3

8000

146.04

745.5

5138.8

268

6

1030301

3

12000

219.13

1493.5

9912.5

376

Table 3.1 presents the performance of the numerical system by using the Bi-CGSTAB
solver with respect to increasing Helmholtz numbers. From the above table, it can
be concluded th a t the number of iterations and the CPU time taken to achieve
convergent solutions increases with the increase in Helmholtz numbers. This result
is consistent with the literature. Bi-CGSTAB can converge half-way through an
iteration, as it maintains two iterates in its algorithm thus returning the iteration
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count to be an integer + 0.5 [34]

Problem no. 6 from Table 3.1 was chosen to present the results graphically. The
domain was a cube of Im and the source was a point source. It was discretized
using the WEM with a mesh spacing of 0.01m on structured hexahedral elements.
The operating frequency was 120007^2 and the Helmholtz number ka was 221.64.
Free radiation conditions as described in Section 3.2.2 were applied on all six faces
of the box. The number of nodes in this problem was 1030301 and the number of
non-zeros was 27270901.
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Figure 3.4; Real P a rt of Pressure on a box shaped dom ain
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0.01

Figure 3.5: Sound Pressure Levels on a box shaped domain

Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5 present the real pressure values and the sound pressure level
plots. The dB plot shows some wave patterns. This is probably due to spurious
reflections as the source is positioned very close to the boundary. This is explained
by the approxim ate nature of the radiation boundary conditions [24],
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Figure 3.6: Convergence graph for the numerical system

Fig. 3.6 depicts the convergence of the numerical system. The figure represents
the residual vectors after every half iteration. From Fig. 3.6 it could be seen th a t
convergence tolerance chosen gives satisfactory results. The system is convergent
in spite of the source positioned at the corner, which is a difficult test due to rea
sons mentioned earlier. There also seems to be initial fluctuations with regard to
the iterative scheme. However, the convergence graph is not monotonic after the
initial peak. This could be attributed to the Bi-CGSTAB algorithm. Bi-CGSTAB
is a smoothly converging variant of the Bi-Conjugate Gradient and the Conjugate
Gradient Squared Method, however, it is sometimes subject to instabilities as expe
rienced by the Conjugate Gradient Squared M ethod (CCS) [34]. These instabilities
are also common in matrices where some of the eigenvalues have also been noted
in matrices where some of the eigenvalues have an imaginary part larger than their
real part [40].
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3.4 .2

N u m erica l R e su lts for str u c tu r e d h ex a h ed ra l e lem en ts u sin g
GM RES

The same set of problems that were studied in the earlier section were studied with
the GMRES algorithm with restarts as described in section 2.3.7. The problems
were studied for restart values from 5 to 9. The same parameters described in the
previous section were used.
Table 3.2: P e rfo rm a n ce o f th e n u m erical sy stem for box sh ap ed do m ain s
using G M R E S r e s ta r t= 5
S.No

N

ppw

f

ka

iter

time

Memory (Mb)

1

40755

3

100

127.4

326

103.00

52

2

84456

3

500

91.3

314

183.13

67

3

185193

3

1000

91.27

187

737.25

105

4

232356

3

4000

292.09

1081

1992.2

221

5

673266

3

8000

146.04

625

3478.1

343

6

1030301

3

12000

219.13

797.5

6028.5

430

Table 3.3: P e rfo rm a n ce o f th e n u m erical sy stem for box sh ap ed do m ain s
using G M R E S r e s ta r t= 6
S.No

N

ppw

f

ka

iter

time

Memory (Mb)

1

40755

3

100

127.4

304

102.00

59

2

84456

3

500

91.3

310

198.13

76

3

185193

3

1000

91.27

343

504.25

115

4

232356

3

4000

292.09

906

1509.2

235

5

673266

3

8000

146.04

575

3334.7

356

6

1030301

3

12000

219.13

984.3

8050.5

447
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Table 3.4: P e rfo rm a n c e o f th e n u m e ric a l s y s te m for b o x s h a p e d d o m a in s
u sin g G M R E S r e s t a r t = 7
S.No

N

ppw

f

ka

iter

time

Memory (Mb)

1

40755

3

100

127.4

294

95.39

67

2

84456

3

500

91.3

294

200.52

87

3

185193

3

1000

91.27

342

463.34

131

4

232356

3

4000

292.09

821

1504.6

250

5

673266

3

8000

146.04

597

2438.8

373

6

1030301

3

12000

219.13

866

7164.5

471

Table 3.5: P e rfo rm a n c e o f th e n u m e ric a l s y ste m for b o x s h a p e d d o m a in s
u sin g G M R E S r e s t a r t = 8
S.No

N

ppw

f

ka

iter

time

Memory (Mb)

1

40755

3

100

127.4

292

97.7

77

2

84456

3

500

91.3

292

179.8

101

3

185193

3

1000

91.27

333

493.34

145

4

232356

3

4000

292.09

755

1408.2

270

5

673266

3

8000

146.04

527

2490.8

391

6

1030301

3

12000

219.13

837

6201.5

497
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Table 3.6: P e r f o r m a n c e o f t h e n u m e r ic a l s y s te m fo r b o x s h a p e d d o m a in s
u s in g G M R E S r e s t a r t = 9
S.No

N

ppw

f

ka

iter

tim e

M emory (Mb)

1

40755

3

100

127.4

286

97.89

82

2

84456

3

500

91.3

276

165.82

112

3

185193

3

1000

91.27

335

485.31

167

4

232356

3

4000

292.09

779

1363.7

391

5

673266

3

8000

146.04

479

2368.9

440

6

1030301

3

12000

219.13

-

-

-

From th e above tables, it can be seen th a t the num ber of iterations and C PU tim es
increase w ith respect to th e increase in th e H elm holtz Num bers. It can be observed
th a t lower re sta rt values result in slower convergence. It can also be observed th a t
th e usage of M emory increases w ith the increase in re sta rt values. It should be
noted th a t an iterative solution of problem no. 6 w ith a re sta rt value of 9 is not
atta in a b le due to larger m em ory requirem ents. Hence, it is essential to decide on an
ap p ro p riate resta rt value to ensure convergence and take into account th e available
m em ory resources.

In order to show th e results graphically, problem no. 6 was chosen again. T he same
conditions as specified in th e earlier section were retained for th e problem . The
source was a point source and it was positioned very close to the boundary. The
dom ain was a simple cube of Im, and th e source was a point source, positioned very
close to th e boundary.
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Figure 3.7: Real part of pressure obtained on a box shaped domain by GMRES
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Figure 3.8: SPL (dB) obtained on a box shaped domain by GMRES, r= 7

The real part of pressure obtained by the GMRES solver with r= 7 is shown in Fig.
3.7 and the sound pressure level (dB) is presented in Fig. 3.8. Although the results
obtained by the restarted GMR,ES solver dem onstrate a good qualitative agreement
with the results obtained by the Bi-CGSTAB solver, again some spurious reflections
can be noticed in both the plots. This highlights the inaccuracies of the radiation
boundary condition because the waves are highly curved at the boundaries near the
source. In figures 4.3 and 4.4, the position of the source is not very close to the
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boundary and thus the boundary effects are not observed there. The implementa
tion and the analysis of the boundary conditions is beyond the scope of this thesis.
A detailed implementation of the discretization procedure and the boundary imple
mentation can be obtained in [24].

Fig. 3.9 shows the convergence of the numerical system with respect to the residual
vectors. The graph dem onstrates a very smooth convergence behaviour. However,
this convergence is obtained at the expense of extensive memory resources compared
to Bi-CGSTAB.
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Figure 3.9: Convergence graph for the numerical system

3.4 .3

Im p le m e n ta tio n o f th e W E M on U n str u c tu r e d M esh es

U nstructured meshes give a greater geometric modelling flexibility than structured
meshes.

In order to model complicated shapes and scattering problems of real
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engineering interest unstructured meshes are often a method of choice. Eq. 1.3 was
discretized on unstructured tetrahedral elements and the analysis was carried out
for scattering problems.
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Figure 3.10: Sparsity pattern of the stiffness m atrix (Number of non-zeros=8027565)

Fig. 3.10 shows the sparsity p attern obtained by the discretization of the Helmholtz
equation on unstructured tetrahedral elements using the WEM. The m atrix struc
ture is much less ordered although the sparsity is similar to the case of the hexahedral
elements.

Numerical studies were performed on the problems discretized by using WEM on
unstructured tetrahedral elements, typically depicting scattering over a sphere. The
studies were conducted based on the same param eters as described in section 3.4.1.
Bi-CGSTAB and the restarted versions of GMRES were used as solvers for the
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studies. T he following sections present the results obtained by th e studies.

3.4.4

N um erical results for problem s solved using th e B i-C G ST A B

Table 3.7: P e r f o r m a n c e o f t h e n u m e r ic a l s y s te m fo r s c a t t e r i n g p r o b le m s
u s in g t h e B i-C G S T A B
S.No

N

ppw

f

ka

iter

tim e

M em ory (Mb)

1

54420

3

100

109.5

207

112.13

48

2

75070

3

500

91.3

276

165.82

70

3

147702

3

1000

146.04

335

485.31

99

4

337718

3

4000

146.04

779

4294.7

192

5

547747

3

8000

248.2

911.5

4221.8

280

In this case, problem no. 4 was chosen to present th e results graphically. T he dom ain
considered scattering around a sphere w ithin a cube of dim ensions 2 m x 2 m x 2 m .
T he radius of the sphere was 0.25m and centered in the cube as shown in Fig. 3.11.
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Figure 3.11: Schematic representation of the problem

On the surface of the sphere, Neumann condition as described in section 3.2.2 was
apphed. Free radiation conditions as described in section 3.2.2 were apphed on the
faces of the cube. The source was a point source positioned at (x.y, z) = (1,1,1)
The number of nodes in this system were 337718 and the number of non zeros in
the system m atrix equalled 8027565. The operating frequency was 4000Hz and the
mesh spacing was 0.03m thus giving a nodal density of approximately 3 nodes per
wavelength.
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Figure 3.12; Scattering over a sphere, Freq=4000 Hz
Fig. 3.12 shows the real part of the pressure obtained by the iterations. Again,
good and convergent solutions have been obtained using the Bi-CGSTAB iterative
scheme. The scheme is shown to be stable with usage of both Neumann and Free
radiation conditions as shown in the convergence history Fig. 3.13
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Figure 3.13; Scattering over a sphere, Freq=4000 Hz

3.4 .5

N u m e r ic a l R e su lts for u n stru ctu re d te tr a h e d r a l e lem en ts us
in g G M R E S

Scattering problems studied in the earher section were also studied by various
restarted versions of GMRES. The results of the numerical experiments are pro
vided in the following tables.
Table 3.8; P erform an ce o f th e num erical sy ste m for sca tterin g problem s
using G M R E S (r )= 5
S.No

N

ppw

f

ka

iter

time

Memory (Mb)

1

54420

3

100

109.5

276

102.58

53

2

75070

3

500

91.3

580

300.25

76

3

147702

3

1000

146.04

335

485.31

104

4

337718

3

4000

146.04

634

1558.7

198

5

547747

3

8000

248.2

758

3264.2

286
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Table 3.9: P erform an ce o f th e num erical sy ste m for sca tterin g p rob lem s
using G M R E S (r )= 6
S.No

N

ppw

f

ka

iter

time

Memory (Mb)

1

54420

3

100

109.2

260

97.02

59

2

75070

3

500

91.3

575

284.36

82

3

147702

3

1000

146.04

335

485.31

114

4

337718

3

4000

146.04

593

1559.6

212

5

547747

3

8000

248.2

701

2871.5

301

Table 3.10: Perform an ce o f th e num erical sy stem for sca tterin g problem s
u sing G M R E S (r )= 7
S.No

N

ppw

f

ka

iter

time

Memory (Mb)

1

54420

3

100

109.5

265

102.13

67

2

75070

3

500

91.3

550

294.4

91

3

147702

3

1000

146.04

343

485.31

131

4

337718

3

4000

146.04

541

1605.6

233

5

547747

3

8000

248.2

697

3011.1

323

Table 3.11: P erform an ce o f th e num erical sy stem for sca tterin g problem s
using G M R E S (r )= 8
S.No

N

ppw

f

ka

iter

time

Memory (Mb)

1

54420

3

100

109.5

246

94.96

76

2

75070

3

500

9

302

272

104

3

147702

3

1000

146.04

343

485.31

141

4

337718

3

4000

146.04

448

1351.8

243

5

547747

3

8000

248.2

642

2827.9

349
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Table 3.12: P e r fo r m a n c e o f th e n u m e r ic a l s y s te m for s c a tte r in g p r o b le m s
u sin g G M R E S ( r ) = 9
S.No

N

ppw

f

ka

iter

tim e

M emory (Mb)

1

54420

3

100

109.5

207

112.13

88

2

75070

3

500

91.3

276

165.82

121

3

147702

3

1000

146.04

335

485.31

169

4

337718

3

4000

146.04

407

1237.8

265

5

547747

3

8000

248.2

911.5

4221.8

371

It can be observed again th a t choosing an app ro p riate value of resta rt determ ines the
ra te of convergence. Larger re sta rt values results in greater m em ory cost, however,
ensure faster convergence. This is consistent w ith th e literatu re. T he results from
the sim ulation were dem onstrated graphically in Fig. 3.14. Free radiation conditions
as described in section 3.2.2 were applied on th e six faces of th e box and a perfectly
reflective condition was applied on th e surface of the sphere.
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Figure 3.14; Real part of pressure for scattering over a sphere using GMRES (r)=9,
Freq=4000 Hz
The above results dem onstrate the suitability of the solver to be used to obtain solu
tions with both Radiation and Neinnann boundary conditions. The results demon
strate a good qualitative comparison with Bi-CGSTAB with clear wave behaviour
evident. The numerical system also shows a steady convergence as dem onstrated in
Fig. 3.15.
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Figure 3.15: Performance of the Numerical system using the GMRES (r)=9

3.5

D isc u ssio n

Studies were performed with various Krylov subspace solvers such as CGS, MINRES, QMR, Bi-CG, Bi-CGSTAB and the restarted versions of GMRES. Amongst
them , the Bi-CGSTAB and the restarted versions of GMRES (r= 5 to 9) were found
to be suitable and were used to obtain the iterative solutions of the assembled linear
system.

Convergent solutions were obtained using both these iterative solvers. As mentioned
in the literature, higher the value of the restart, quicker the convergence. The ap
propriate value of restart is purely problem dependent and is a m atter of experience.
Choosing a large value of restart may hasten the convergence, however, it can only
be obtained at an excessive cost of memory. This can be observed in problem no. 6
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from Table 3.6. T he restart value 9 chosen was large enough for the system to run
out of resources.

In certain instances, GM RES solvers converge a t a faster rate for problem s w ith
larger Helm holtz num bers th an for th e ones w ith sm aller Helm holtz num bers. This
can be observed from problem no.
k a

2 and 3 in Table 3.8.

Problem no.

2, w ith

= 91.3 takes 580 iterations and 300.25s to converge, whereas, problem no. 3,

w ith

k a

= 146.04 takes 335 iterations and 485.31 iteratio n s to converge. T here are

very few theoretical convergence studies results, which can be used to analyze this
phenom enon. Furtherm ore, there is not a definite relationship between th e num ber
of iterations and convergence tim es. T his could be a ttrib u te d to the m em ory/cache
m anagem ent of the system and th e platform s in which th e sim ulations were carried
out on a two-processor m achine. M ultitasking was done to execute 3 — 4 jobs a t a
tim e, and this could have an im pact on th e relationship betw een the C PU tim e and
th e iteration count.

Table 3.13 lists the difference in term s of com putational effort w ith regard to the
num ber of iterations and the C PU tim e taken to achieve convergence betw een prob
lems discretized on both stru ctu red and u n stru ctu red meshes.
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Table 3.13: C o m p u ta tio n a l effort for p rob lem s w ith , ka = 146.04
Type of Mesh

Solver

No of Iterations

CPU Time (s)

Hexahedral

Bi-CGSTAB

745.5

5138.8

Hexahedral

Gmres(5)

625

3478.1

Hexahedral

Gmres(6)

575

3334.7

Hexahedral

Gmres(7)

597

2438.8

Hexahedral

Gmres(8)

527

2490.8

Hexahedral

Gmres(9)

479

2368.9

Tetrahedral

Bi-CGSTAB

779

4294.7

Tetrahedral

Gmres(5)

634

1558.7

Tetrahedral

Gmres(6)

593

1559.6

Tetrahedral

Gmres(7)

.541

1605.6

Tetrahedral

Gmres(8)

448

1351.8

Tetrahedral

Gmres(9)

407

1237.8

From the above table, it can be observed th a t there is not a definite relationship
between the number of iterations and the CPU time for each iteration. When using
the Bi-CGSTAB, the number of iterations consumed by both type of problems are
almost the same (745 and 779). However, there is a variation with respect to the
CPU time consumed. The problem with tetrahedral meshes requires around 4300s
whilst the problem with hexahedral mesh requires around 5200s. However, when
using the GMRES, problems discretized with tetrahedral meshes seem to converge
at a faster rate than problems discretized with hexahedral meshes. The effect is
found to be higher for fewer restart values when compared to the effect of using
lower restarted version of GMRES. For example, for the problem with tetrahedral
mesh with a restarted value of 9, the CPU time taken to converge is 1237.8s and for
the problem with hexahedral mesh, the CPU time is 2368.9s. And for the restarted
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version of 5, the problem with tetrahedral meshes converges in 1558.7s and the
problem with hexahedral meshes converges in 3478.1s.

However, as mentioned earlier, choosing an optimal restart value for GMRES is
highly problem dependent and often a complex task. Studies were also performed
on problems with GMRES with restart value=4. However, the scheme was found
to not converge for the specified tolerance.

The studies carried out suggest th a t WEM models discretized with tetrahedral
meshes converge at a faster rate than models discretized with hexahedral elements.
Further investigation into this aspect has been made by re-numbering the m atrix
structure of of two-dimensional problems with quadrilateral and triangular meshes.
The sparsity pattern of a structured quadrilateral mesh with the nodal numbers is
presented in Fig. 3.16.
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Figure 3.16: Sparsity p a tte rn w ith a re-ordered scheme

T he sparsity p a tte rn of th e m atrix is very sim ilar to Fig. 3.3. However, the rear
rangem ent causes non-zero entries to be shifted tow'ards th e diagonal of th e m atrix
th u s enhancing the diagonal dom inance of the m atrix. T he above m atrix is of size
100 X 100. And the num ber of non-zeros in this m atrix are 784. T he first 40 x 40
elem ents of th e sam e m atrix are presented in th e Fig. 3.17.
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Figure 3.17: Sparsity pattern with the re-ordered scheme for a reduced m atrix
It can be see th a t the elements of the m atrix are clustered toward the diagonal
causing a strong diagonal dominance.
Similarly, the unstructured triangular meshes are re-order with the same numbering
strategy and the sparsity pattern in presented in Fig. 3.18.
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Figure 3.18: Sparsity p attern with the re-ordered scheme for a m atrix with triangular
elements
The sparsity p attern obtained is much different to th a t of the original matrix. How
ever, the arrangem ent of the elements is more disordered compared to th at of the
quadrilateral mesh. The above m atrix is of size 111 x 111 and the number of non
zeros in this m atrix are 654, thus making it sparser than the quadrilateral mesh.
Similarly, the sparsity p attern of the first 40 nodes of the m atrix is presented in Fig.
3.19.
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Figure 3.19: Sparsity pattern with the re-ordered scheme for a reduced matrix
Although, this m atrix is also diagonally dominant, there are a few elements, which
are spread out in the m atrix. This helps in making the mesh equations more dis
tinct thus resulting in their faster convergence as compared to quadrilateral meshes.
However, tetrahedral meshes do not generate more accurate solutions as compared
to hexahedral meshes at comparable mesh densities [24].
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C hapter 4

R eview and Im plem entation of
P reconditioners
4.1
4.1 .1

P recon d ition ers
I n tr o d u ctio n

In this chapter the possible use of preconditioners is considered in the iterative so
lutions of acoustic problems using WEM. Preconditioners are approximate inverses
of matrices. The spectral properties (the distribution of the eigenvalues) of the
co-efficient matrix can often play a vital role in the convergence of the linear sys
tem. However, there is a possibility to transform the linear system into one that is
equivalent in the sense that it has the same solution but has better spectral prop
erties. Such a matrix, that is effective in this transformation is referred to as a
’’preconditioner” . In the case of Unsymmetric matrices, it results in the clustering
of eigenvalues away from zero [71].
Mathematically, the preconditioning process is represented as

M~ ^ Ax = M~^b
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(4.1)

where M is the matrix that approximates the co-efficient matrix A in such a way
that M —I A approximates the identity matrix which will have more favourable con
vergence properties.

In devising a preconditioner, there is a choice between finding a matrix M that
approximates A, and for which solving a system is much easier than solving the one
with A, or finding a matrix M that approximates A~^, so that only multiplication
by M is needed. Most of the preconditioners fall into the first category [70].

4.2

Q ualities o f a good precon d ition er

In general, a good preconditioner M should have the following qualities [71]:
- The preconditioned system should be easy to solve
- The preconditioner should be cheap to construct and apply.
The first property ensures the rapid convergence of the system whilst the second
ensures that each iteration is cheap. However, these two requirements compete with
each other. Hence, it is imperative to strike a proper balance between the two re
quirements.

There are usually two approaches to constructing a preconditioner. One of the ap
proaches is to design algorithms that are optimal for a narrow class of problems. This
approach, although quite successful, involves a complete knowledge of the problem
in hand, including the original equations, the domain of integration, the boundary
conditions, the discretization scheme and so on. These parameters often help in the
construction of very effective preconditioners [72].
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The problem specific approach may not always be desirable or feasible. Further
more, problem specific approaches are generally very sensitive to the details of the
problem, and even modest changes in the problem can compromise the effectiveness
of the solver. Hence, for these reasons, there is a need for preconditioning tech
niques th a t are universally applicable. This is the reason for the large amount of
interest in the algebraic m ethods of preconditioning. These methods, although not
optim al for a particular problem, often perform well with a wide range of problems.
Algebraic methods are often easier to develop and to use and are particularly well
suited for irregular problems such as may arise from discretization from involving
unstructured meshes or from mesh-free apphcations [73].

In this thesis, simulations have been carried out using algebraic preconditioners
namely: jacobi. Incomplete LU with drop tolerance (ILUT) and Additive Schwarz.
The following sections describe the preconditioners and the studies carried out by
using them.

4 .3

J a co b i P r e c o n d itio n e r

The Jacobi preconditioner is the cheapest and the simplest th a t could be constructed
[74]. It ju st consists of the diagonal of the matrix:

if i = j

(4.2)

otherwise

This is known as the ’’Jacobi” preconditioner. The m ajor advantage of this pre
conditioner is its construction. It is easy to construct the preconditioner as it is
obtained from the co-efficient m atrix itself. However, the division operations associ
ated with the usage of these preconditioners during the iteration process are usually
quite expensive.
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4 .3 .1

B lock Jacob i M e th o d s

By partitioning the variables, the block versions of the Jacobi preconditioner can be
obtained. Consider the set 5 = 1, ...,n is partitioned as 5 = |Jj Si vi^ith the sets St
mutually disjoint, then
i f i and j are in the same index subset

(4.3)

otherw ise
The preconditioner is a block-diagonal matrix. The natural choices for the parti
tioning are as follows:
- In problems with multiple physical variable per node, blocks can be formed
by grouping the equations per node.
- In structured matrices, such as those arising from partial differential equations
on regular grids, a partitioning can be based on the physical domain.
- On parallel computers it is natural to let the partitioning coincide with the
division of variables over the processors.

4 .3 .2

N u m erical S im u la tio n s- J a co b i P r e co n d itio n e rs

Jacobi preconditioners need very little storage, however, they are not as efficient as
other sophisticated preconditioners. In this thesis, studies are carried out on simple
preconditioners on the problems th a t were studied in sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2. The
results of the problems are presented in the Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: P erform an ce o f th e num erical sy ste m for b ox sh ap ed dom ain s
u sing B i-C G S T A B w ith Jacob i p recon d ition ers
S.No

N

ppw

f

ka

iter

time

Cost

1

40755

3

100

127.4

261

119.00

61

2

84456

3

500

91.3

249

113.5

83

3

185193

3

1000

91.27

344

702.15

119

4

232356

3

4000

292.09

977

2325.85

218

5

673266

3

8000

146.04

745.5

5106.8

242

6

1030301

3

12000

219.13

1472.5

9901.5

439

Table 4.1 shows the results obtained by employing the preconditioner. In order to
compare the performance of the numerical system with the implementation of the
Jacobi preconditioner, Table 3.1 from Chapter 3 is included here. Table 4.2 is the
same as Table 3.1 and is included here for completeness.
Table 4.2: P erform an ce o f th e num erical sy ste m for b ox sh aped d om ain s
using B i-C G S T A B w ith o u t th e p recon d ition er
S.No

N

ppw

f

ka

iter

time

Cost

1

40755

3

100

127.4

282

136.00

43

2

84456

3

500

91.3

263

129.5

60

3

185193

3

1000

91.27

367

737.25

90

4

232356

3

4000

292.09

1000

2340.2

188

5

673266

3

8000

146.04

745.5

5138.8

268

6

1030301

3

12000

219.13

1493.5

9912.5

376

From the above tables, it can be concluded th a t th a t the Jacobi preconditioner plays
very little effect in improving the convergence of the numerical system.
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4.4

In com p lete F actorization P reco n d itio n ers

” Fill-in” usually takes place when a sparse m atrix is factorized by Gaussian elim
ination.

This implies th at the triangular factors L and U are less sparser than

the original sparse m atrix A. Even though sparsity-preserving pivoting techniques
can be used to reduce fill-in, sparse direct methods are not considered feasible for
the solution of very large linear systems th a t arise from the discretization of threedimensional boundary value problems. This is primarily due to constraints posed
by space and time. By discarding some of the fill-in, some simple but very powerful
preconditioners can be obtained. This is usually in the form

M = LU

(4.4)

where and L and U are the incomplete LU factors.

4 .4 .1

In co m p lete F acto riza tio n A lg o rith m s

Incomplete factorization algorithms [75, 76, 77, 78, 79] differ in the rules th a t govern
the dropping of fill-in in the incomplete factors. Fill-in can be discarded based on
several different criteria, such as positions, value or combination of two.

Letting n = 1,2,3, ...n, one can fix a subset 5 C n x n of positions in the matrix,
usually including the main diagonal and all ( i.j) such th a t a ij ^ 0, and allow
the fill-in in the LU factors only in positions which are in S. Thus, an incomplete
factorization step can be described as

(4.5)

for each k and for

> k. Sometimes, the incomplete factorization may ’’break-
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down” due to division by zero.

A no-fill ILU factorization or ILU (0) is obtained when the S co-incides with the
set of positions, which are non-zero in A. The no-fill ILU preconditioner are simple,
easy to construct and their computation is inexpensive, and they are quite effective
for significant problems, such as low-order discretizations of scalar elliptic PDE’s
and diagonally dominant matrices. However, for more difficult and realistic matri
ces, a better preconditioner than ILU (0) is needed.

A hierarchy of ILU preconditioners can be obtained based on the ’’levels of fill-in”
according to Gustaffson [80] and by Watts [81] for more general problems. The
level of fill-in approach may not be robust enough for certain class of problems. For
matrices, which are far from being diagonally dominant, the ILU may require often
storage of many fill-ins that are small in absolute value and, therefore, contribute
little to the quality of the preconditioner, while making it expensive to compute and
to use. In many cases, an efficient preconditioner can be obtained from an incomplete
factorization where new fill-ins that contribute significantly to the quality of the
preconditioner are stored and used.
4 .4 .2

D rop T oleran ce in th e u sa g e o f P r e c o n d itio n e r s

A drop tolerance is a positive number r, which is used in a dropping criterion. An
absolute dropping strategy can be employed, whereby only new fill-ins are accepted
only if greater than r in absolute value. This criterion may work poorly if the ma
trix is badly scaled, in which case it is better to use a relative drop tolerance. For
example, when eliminating row i, a new fill-in is accepted only if it is greater in
absolute value than, where a, denotes the ith row of A.
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A disadvantage associated w ith this approach is th a t it is often a difficult to choose
a good tolerance level and it is a heuristic approach. Few sam ple m atrices from a
given application are chosen and a trial and error strateg y is applied until one ar
rives a t a satisfactory value of r . In m any cases, good results are obtained for value
of r in th e range 10“ ^ to 10“ '^, however, th e optim al value is problem dependent [83].

A nother difficulty is th a t is also quite a complex task to predict the am ount of storage
th a t will be needed to store th e incom plete LU factors. An efficient, predictable
algorithm is obtained by lim iting the num ber of non-zeros allowed in each row of
th e trian g u lar factors. Saad [82] proposed the ’’dual threshold strateg y ” algorithm ,
which has been used in this stu d y to th e system s studied earlier in C h ap ter 3. T he
algorithm is described below:
1 fix a drop tolerance r and a num ber p of fill-ins to be allowed in each row of
th e incom plete L /U factors.
2 a t each step of the elim ination process, drop all fill-ins th a t are sm aller th an
r tim es th e 2-norm of the current row.
3 of all th e rem aining ones, keep (at m ost) the p largest ones in m agnitude.

4 .4 .3

N u m e r ic a l sim u la tio n s u sin g IL U T - D u a l T h resh o ld S tr a te g y
P r e co n d itio n e r

T he ’’dual threshold strateg y ” algorithm was im plem ented for th e set of problem s
discretized using stru ctu red hexahedral meshes studied in chapter 3. Problem no.
4 from Table 4.2 was chosen for this study. T he sparsity p a tte rn of th e original
stiffness m atrix is presented in Fig. 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Sparsity pattern of the original stiffness m atrix

The preconditioner is obtained by employing the ” dual-threshold” strategy as de
scribed in the previous section. After a few ’’trial and error” approaches, the value
of the threshold was chosen to be 4e —1. The sparsity p attern of the preconditioner,
thus obtained, is shown in Fig. 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Sparsity p a tte rn of the stiffness m atrix w ith r = 4 e — 1

T he sparsity p a tte rn of th e preconditioner is stru ctu red , ordered and depicts a very
sim ilar p a tte rn as th a t of th e original co-efficient m atrix. T his preconditioner has
been obtained as per the algorithm described in the precendent section. Since the
algorithm gives control over lim iting th e storage requirem ents in th e m atrix, the
m atrix consists of em pty elem ents in its lower half.

Table 4.3 shows the perform ance of th e problem s discretized w ith hexahedral ele
m ents in C hapter 3 w ith th e application of th e ILU T preconditioner.
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Table 4.3: P erform an ce o f th e num erical sy ste m for b ox sh ap ed dom ains
u sin g B i-C G S T A B w ith IL U T P reco n d itio n er
S.No

N

ppw

f

ka

iter

time

Cost

1

40755

3

100

127.4

257

114.00

71

2

84456

3

500

91.3

244

104.5

92

3

185193

3

1000

91.27

340

698.15

137

4

232356

3

4000

292.09

963

2225.8

215

5

673266

3

8000

146.04

727

5050.8

312

6

1030301

3

12000

219.13

1469.5

9801.4

415

The above table shows a slightly better improvement in using the ILUT precon
ditioner as compared to the Jacobi (refer table 4.1 and table 4.2). However, the
improvement is very little and the preconditioner can be avoided in order to allevi
ate storage requirements [86].

Fig. 4.3 dem onstrates the wave behaviour of the problem studied. It was discretized
using the WEM with a mesh spacing of 0.01m on structured hexahedral elements.
The operating frequency was SOOOi/z and the /ca=146.04. Free radiation conditions
as described in Section 3.2.2 were applied on all six faces of the box. The number of
nodes in this problem equalled to 673266 and the number of non-zeros was 17757796.
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Figure 4.3: Real Part of pressure for a box shaped domain, Freq= 8000 Hz

Fig. 4.4 shows the sound pressure level (dB) of the problem studied.
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P[dB]

2.54259
■19.1914
■35.8403
• 52.4891
■69.138
■

Figure 4.4: SPL (dB) of a box shaped dom ain using a preconditioner, F req= 8000
Hz

As th e source is positioned on th e face of th e cube and is far away from th e bound
ary, the boundary effects are not seen here.

B oth Figs. 4.3 and 4.4 show a good quah tativ e agreem ent w ith th e problem s stu d 
ied w ithout th e preconditioner. However, this result is obtained a t th e cost of tlie
storage, construction and im plem entation of th e additional m atrix.
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The following section presents the eigenvalue analysis of a sample m atrix to explain
its convergence behaviour.

The analysis is carried out for both problems, with

structured hexahedral and unstructured tetrahedral meshes.

4.5

E igenvalue A n alysis

The convergence behaviour of the Krylov methods depends on the distribution of
the eigenvalues and on the condition number of the co-efficient matrix. In order to
assess the behaviour of the numerical system and its convergence properties with
respect to meshes and standard preconditioning techniques, a simple eigenvalue
analysis was performed. The eigenvalue analysis was performed for WEM models
discretized with nodal density (ppw) of around 3 nodes per wavelength and around
7 nodes per wavelength. The following sections present the analysis and the results.

4 .5 .1

P r o b l e m d is c r e t iz e d w i t h h e x a h e d r a l m e s h e s , {ppw ~ 3)

The problem described in this section is a simple cube of Im . It was discretized
using the WEM on structured hexahedral elements and free radiation conditions
were applied on all six faces of the box. It was solved with a point source at an
arbitrary position. Zero vector w'as the guess vector and the iterations were carried
out using the BI-CGSTAB till they achieved a tolerance level of 10“ ^. The following
were the solution parameters:
- The linear system converged in 93 iterations and a CPU time of 186 seconds
without the application of any preconditioner.
- The linear system converged to the same tolerance level in 87 iterations and
a CPU time of 144 seconds when a Jacobi preconditioner was implemented
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- T he hnear system converged to th e tolerance level in 76 iterations and a C PU
tim e of 101 seconds.
Table 4.4 lists th e eigenvalue and the condition num ber inform ation related to th e
above m atrix. It can be noted from table 4.4 th a t th e sta n d a rd preconditioning
techniques improve th e condition num ber of th e co-efficient m atrices m arginally.
Table 4.4: E x tr e m e e ig e n v a lu e s an d c o n d itio n in g in fo r m a tio n o f th e m a tr ix
M atrix

^largest

^ sm a llest

cond{M atrix)

A

2.0096-1.49221

0.0054+0.26221

969.9103

A /“ ^A-(ILUT Preconditioning)

1.8685-1.27111

0.0463-h0.2732i

941.5824

Af “ ^A- (Jacobi Preconditioning)

2.0086-1.49121

0.0051-1-0.25121

952.6613

Fig. 4.5 shows the eigenvalues of th e co-efficient m atrix. T he spectrum of the m atrix
is shifted tow ards th e right hand side of th e origin and th e m ajority of the values
well away from zero. T here is also a good difference betw een th e sm allest and the
largest eigenvalue. T he values are well spread around 0.5 and 2.
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Figure 4.5: Eigenvalues of the co-efficient m atrix

Fig. 4.6 shows th e eigenvalues of the m atrix preconditioned w ith the ILU T tech
nique.
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Figure 4.6: Eigenvalues of the m atrix preconditioned with ILUT

The spectrum depicts a similar pattern as the original m atrix although the largest
and the smallest eigenvalues are slightly lower than th a t of the original stiffness ma
trix. Some of the eigenvalues have a larger imaginary value than th a t of the original
stiffness matrix. And there is a bigger distribution of some of the real values between
0 and 1.5. This explains the reasons for its slight improvement in the convergence
behaviour.

Fig.4.7 shows the eigenvalues of the m atrix preconditioned with the Jacobi tech
nique.
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Figure 4.7: Eigenvalues of the m atrix with Jacobi Preconditioning

The spectrum depicts a very similar and almost the same pattern as the original
stiffness m atrix.

Based on the spectrum of the above three systems, it can be observed th a t the Jacobi
and the ILUT preconditioning techniques do not significantly affect the spectrum of
the co-efficient matrix. This is also consistent with the improvement in the condi
tioning number of the matrices with regard to their preconditioning. The above two
factors explain the convergence behaviour with regard to standard preconditioning
technique.

4 .5 .2

P r o b lem s d isc re tiz e d w ith h ex a h ed ra l m e sh e s, {ppw ~ 7)

The eigenvalue analysis was performed with problems discretized with a nodal den
sity of around 7 nodes per wavelength. The domain was a simple cube of 0.6m.
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Free radiations conditions were applied on all six faces of the box. The size of the
system was 2197 x 2197. The system was solved with an arbitrary point source.
Bi-CGSTAB was used as the solver with a guess vector of zeros and a convergence
criteria of 10“ ^. The solution param eters were:
- W ithout the application of any preconditioner, the numerical system attains
convergence in 285.5 iterations and a CPU time of 59.6 seconds.
- W ith the application of the Jacobi preconditioner, the numerical system a t
tains the specified convergence in 282 iterations and a CPU time of 57.1 sec
onds.
- W ith the application of the ILUT preconditioner, with a drop tolerance level
of 4e —1, the system attained convergence in 124.5 iterations and a CPU time
of 31.3 seconds.
The above features are explained with the help of the eigenv’alue analysis.

The

extreme eigenvalues and the condition numbers of the matrices are listed in the
table below.
Table 4.5: E x tr e m e e ig en v alu e s a n d c o n d itio n in g in fo rm a tio n o f th e m a tr ix
M atrix

^largest

^small est

cond{M atrix)

A

4.1940-0.0001

-0.0297-h0.0545i

2.9728e-f04

M “ ^A-(ILUT Preconditioning)

3.4149-0.2625i

0.0239+0.940i

3.3375e-f04

71/ “ ^A- (Jacobi Preconditioning)

4.1936-O.OOOi

-0.0295-h0.0321i

2.8915e-F04

It can be seen in the above table the condition numbers of the matrices are poor
in general when WEM models are discretized with around 7 nodes per wavelength
when compared to models discretized with around 3 nodes per wavelength.
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Fig. 4.8 shows the distribution of the eigenvalues for the co-efRcient matrix.
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Figure 4.8: Eigenvalues of the original m atrix

The eigenvalues are shifted slightly right from the origin although most of the values
are clustered around 0 and 1. The conditioning number of the m atrix is also poor.

Fig 4.9 shows the distribution of the eigenvahies for the m atrix preconditioned with
the Jacobi preconditioner.
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Figure 4.9: Eigenvalues of the m atrix with Jacobi preconditioner

The eigenvalues of the m atrix preconditioned by the Jacobi preconditioner depicts
a similar p attern to th a t of the original stiffness matrix. This explains the reasons
for the preconditioner having a very little effect on the convergence of the numerical
system.

The distribution of the eigenvalues of the m atrix preconditioned by the ILUT is
shown in Fig. 4.10.
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Figure 4.10: Eigenvalues of the m atrix with ILUT preconditioner

From Fig. 4.10 it can be seen th a t the preconditioner results in shifting the eigen
values further to the right of the origin. It also increases the imaginary part. The
condition number of the m atrix is slightly worse than th a t of the original co-efficient
m atrix. However, this helps in improving the convergence of the system as it can
be seen from the solution parameters.

4.5.3

Problem s discretized w ith tetrahedral m eshes, (ppw ~ 3)

A similar study was performed on a problem discretized with unstructured te tra
hedral elements. The domain was a simple sphere inside a cube and an arbitrary
point source was used to obtain the solutions. The domain was discretized using the
W’EM on unstructured tetrahedral elements. Free radiation conditions were applied
on all six faces of the box. Bi-CGSTAB was employed as the iterative solver and
the iterations were carried out until the second norm of the residual vector was less
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than or equal to 10
The solution param eters are listed below:
- W ithout the usage of preconditioner, the iterations converged in 83 iterations
with a CPU time of 152 seconds.
- W ith the application of a Jacobi preconditioner, the iterations converged in
80 iterations with a CPU time of 140 seconds.
- W ith the application of an ILUT preconditioner, the iterations converged in
78 iterations with a CPU time of 134 seconds.
The table below lists the eigenvalue and the condition number information related
to the above matrix.
Table 4.6: E x tr e m e eig en v alu e s a n d c o n d itio n in g in fo rm a tio n o f th e m a tr ix
M atrix

^largest

^sm a llest

cond{M atrix)

A

2.1943-O.OOOOi

-0.0015-h0.0003i

839.9504

i \ / “ ^A-(ILUT Preconditioning)

2.1840-0. OOOOi

-0.0016-F0.0003i

801.6732

A-(Jacobi Preconditioning)

2.1923-f-O.OOOli

-0.0013-t-0.0003i

812.7925

It can be noted from the above table th a t the conditioning numbers of the matrices
generated by the usage of tetrahedral meshes are lower than th a t of the ones gen
erated by hexahedral elements. This explains their rate of convergence as observed
in table 3.13.

The distribution of the eigenvalues for the original stiffness m atrix is shown in
Fig.4.11.
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Figure 4.11: Eigenvalues of the original m atrix

It can be observed th a t the m ajority of the values are shifted to the right of the
origin and are also far away from zero. They are well spread around 0.5 and 2.
In addition, the condition number is relatively small as compared to the condition
number of the m atrix discretized using hexahedral elements. These features explain
the good convergence behaviour of the Bi-CGSTAB method on using tetrahedral
meshes.

The distribution of the eigenvalues for the m atrix preconditioned using the Jacobi
method is presented in Fig. 4.12.
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Figure 4.12; Eigenvalues of the Jacobi preconditioned m atrix

The spectrum of the m atrix is very similar to th a t of the original inatrix. This
explains the reasons behind the ineffectiveness of the Jacobi preconditioner.

Fig. 4.13 presents the eigenvalue distribution for the m atrix preconditioned with
the ILUT preconditioner.
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Figure 4.13: Eigenvalues of the m atrix preconditioned with ILUT

The eigenvalue distribution is shifted from the origin. The values are well spread be
tween 0 and 2. There is a difference between imaginary values of the preconditioned
m atrix and the original stiffness matrix. The condition number is also relatively
lower when compared to the original stiffness matrix. These features explain the
minimal effect the preconditioner has on the overall convergence of the numerical
system with the application of this preconditioner.

4 .5 .4

P r o b le m s d isc re tiz e d w ith te tra h ed ra l m esh es, {ppw ~ 7)

The study is repeated for problems discretized with unstructured meshes.

The

problem and the boundary conditions were similar as mentioned in the previous
section except for the number of points used for the discretization. In this case, the
number of nodes were approximately 7. The solution param eters were the same as
described in the previous section.
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The condition numbers and the extreme eigenvalue distribution are hsted below.
Table 4.7: E x tr e m e eig en v alu e s a n d c o n d itio n in g in fo rm a tio n o f th e m a tr ix
cond{Matr

M atrix

^largest

^sm a llest

A

2.7074+0.0001

-0.0024-0.00081

2.8616e+C

Af“ ^A-(ILUT Preconditioning)

-3.5132e+29-1.1108e+15i

0.0048-0.00071

3.3446e+S

A /“ ^A-(Jacobi Preconditioning)

2.6936+O.OOOli

-0.0021+0.00031

2.8432e+C

From the above table, it can be seen th a t although the conditioning numbers are
worse than th a t of the problems discretized with 3 nodes per wavelength. However,
the conditioning numbers are better than th a t of the ones discretized with hexahedral elements. This explains the case for their faster convergence rates compared to
th a t of the problems discretized with hexahedral elements.

Fig. 4.14 shows the eigenvalues of the co-efficient matrix.
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Figure 4.14: Eigenvalues of the original matrix

Most of the eigenvalues are clustered around 0.5 and 1.5. There is a significant
difference between the largest and the smallest eigenvalue. The conditioning of the
matrix is also poor.

The eigenvalue distribution for the matrix preconditioned with the ILUT precondi
tioner is shown in Fig.4.15.
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Figure 4.15: Eigenvalues of the m atrix preconditioned with ILUT

The extreme eigenvalues are shifted to the left of the origin. The ILUT with the
”drop-tolerance” value of 4e — 1 is a poor preconditioning strategy for problems
discretized with tetrahedral meshes and wdth around 7 nodes per wavelength. The
condition number of the m atrix rapidly deteriorates when this preconditioning strat
egy is applied.

Fig. 4.16 presents the extreme eigenvalues for the m atrix preconditioned with the
Jacobi preconditioner.
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Figure 4.16; Eigenvalues of the m atrix with a Jacobi preconditioner

The distribution is quite similar to th a t of the original co-efficient matrix. Also,
the extreme eigenvalue distribution are not much different than th a t of the stiffness
matrix. This explains the ineffectiveness of the Jacobi preconditioner.

4.6

A d d itiv e Schwarz P reco n d itio n in g M eth o d s

The preconditioning by an additive sclwarz approach (ASP) [84, 85] is obtained
by decomposing the problem domain into a number of possibly overlapping subdo
mains, approximately solving each subdomain, and summing the contributions of
the subdomain solves.

Unknowns corresponding to grid points in the overlap of two or more regions require
a special treatm ent, often being updated through some kind of averaging scheme.
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”Fill-in” is allowed only within the subdomains and not between them. The vari
ants of the additive schwarz method are obtained by varying the amount of overlap
and the subdomain solvers. W hen the subdomains are solved approximately using
an incomplete factorization, the resulting can be thought of as a ’’parallel ILU”
strategy. Like the Block Jacobi, the additive schwarz m ethod has good parallelism
characteristics and locality, however, these advantages could be offset by a high iter
ation count of the underlying Krylov subspace method. By employing a coarse-grid
correction, it is possible to keep a check on the growing number of iterations, thus
leading to a two-level or multi-level method. The role of the coarse grid correction
is to extract some of the global information th a t is lost when all fill-in between
subdomains is ignored.

4 .6 .1

P r e c o n d itio n in g A pp roach

The Helmholtz equation is discretized on the domain Q. For the sake of simplicity, it
is assumed th a t Q is triangulated by a set of 7 // of non-overlapping coarse triangles
(subdomains) Qi i =

with n // internal vertices. The fij’s are in tu rn further

refined into a set of smaller triangles I / / with n internal vertices in total. Here, H, h
denote the coarse and fine mesh size respectively. By using the Wave Expansion
Discretization, the linear system of equations, A u = 6 is obtained.

Each substructure fij is extended to a larger substructure Q- containing n- internal
vertices and all the triangles Tj C Th, within a distance S from

where 5 refers to

the am ount of overlap. Let A[, A h denote the discretizations the Helmoltz equation
on the subdomain tringulation of T- and the coarse triangulation T h respectively.
Let R f denote the extension operator, which extends by a function on T- to Th
and Ri the corresponding pointwise restriction operator. Similarly, let RJj denote
the interpolation operator which maps a function on the coarse grid T h onto the
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fine grid T/j by piecewise linear interpolation and R h the corresponding weighted
restriction operator.

W ith these notations, the Additive Schwarz Preconditioner

Ka

is described as

p
( 4 -6 )

K a = RJj A - ^ R h v +

i=l
For the sake of simplicity, it can be expressed as,

+ ... + A^^

(4.7)

where Ai, A^.-.-A n are the stiffness matrices are the individual subdomains.

4 .6 .2

N u m erical S im u lation s

The ASP was implemented for problem no. 1 from table 3.1. The method was stud
ied for the problem with varying the number of subdomains {So) {Sa = 1,2, 3,4).
The domains were partitioned arbitrarily and no graph partitioning step was per
formed. The extent of partition in all the domains were identical. The conditions
of the simulations were:
- The domain was a box shaped domain discretized with structured hexahedral
elements
- The boundary conditions implemented were free radiation boundary condi
tions on all six sides of the box.
- The source was a point source.
- Direct solver was used to solve the individual domains.
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- Bi-CGSTAB iterative solver was used as the global solver, with zero vector
as the guess vector. The iterations were carried out until the residual vector
reached a relative tolerance of 10“ ^.
The results of the simulations are presented in Table 4.8.
Table 4.8: Im p le m e n ta tio n o f th e A d d itiv e Schw arz P re c o n d itio n in g
No of subdomains {Sa)

No. of Iterations

Cpu Time (s)

1

281

132

2

272

124.1

3

297

146.2

4

313

180.1

From the above table the following conclusions can be drawn:
- The preconditioning strategy' produces very httle effects in the overall conver
gence, rather it increases the number of iterations and CPU time.
- As the number of subdomains increase, so do the number of iterations. Al
though there exists no definite relationship between the number of subdomains
and the number of iterations.
As mentioned earlier, the preconditioner makes very little effect in terms of improv
ing the convergence of the iterative scheme by using the ASP. However, this is very
useful when parallel techniques are attempted [63], which is beyond the scope of
this thesis.

4.7

D iscussion

In this chapter, basic preconditioning strategies such as Jacobi, ILU drop tolerance
and Additive Schwarz are described and implemented with the linear system arising
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from th e discretization of th e H ehnholtz equation by the Wave Expansion M ethod.
Jacobi and ILU drop tolerance preconditioners are easy and cheap to construct as
com pared to th e A dditive Schwarz preconditioning.

It has been found th a t the

Jacobi and th e ILU preconditioners play very little role in im proving the overall
convergence of th e num erical system when th e system is discretized w ith 3 nodes
per wavelength. T his is because the m atrices are well conditioned when th e nodal
density is around 3 com pared to th e system m atrices w hen discretized w ith a nodal
density of 7.

W hen th e m atrices are discretized w ith a nodal density of around 7 points per
w avelength, the IL U T preconditioner w ith a drop tolerance level of 4e — 1 seems to
be m aking a significant difference in the case of problem s w ith hexahedral meshes.
T he efficiency of th is preconditioner is dem onstrated by th e te st cases in th e table
below. T he conditions of th e experim ent were the same; th e Bi-CGSTAB solver
w ith a guess vector of zeros.

T he convergence criteria was 10“ ^. T he following

p aram eters are used in the table:
- N- Size of th e problem
-

H n-

H elm holtz Num ber.

- I te r l- No. of iterations w ithout the preconditioner
- Iter2- No. of iterations w ith th e preconditioner
- T im e l- C PU tim e in seconds for iterations w ithout th e preconditioner
- Tim e2- C PU tim e in seconds for iterations w ith the preconditioner
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Table 4.9: E fficien cy o f th e P r e c o n d itio n e r
N

Hn

Ite rl

Iter2

T im el

Time2

29791

27.3

607

180

218.1

92.3

68921

36.5

696.5

279

500.9

247.9

85731

36.5

3839.5

432.5

5340.5

814.5

132651

39.5

1970

449

2025.8

565.1

T he usage of additive schwarz approach does not really help in im proving the con
vergence, however, it is quite useful to devise parallel strategies.

It can be concluded by the sim ulations th a t, the m atrices arising from th e discretiza
tion of the W EM m odels do not benefit from conventional preconditioning strategies
when they are discretized a t around 3 nodes per wavelength. T he conditioning of
th e system m atrices are m uch b e tte r a t low nodal densities th an a t higher nodal
densities. M atrices discretized by stru ctu red hexahedral elem ents benefit from an
ILU T preconditioner when discretized w ith a nodal density of around 7. However,
this would considerably increase th e cost of the num erical m ethod by increased cost
of discretization, th e com plex step of constructing a preconditioner and also the
storage associated w ith th e m atrix during the solution process.
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C hapter 5

A pplication o f th e W ave
E xpansion M ethod to tw o
E ngineering Problem s
5.1

In tr o d u c tio n

In this chapter, the wave expansion method, discussed in detail in the preceding
sections, is appHed to two steady-state acoustic problems.

A conceptual diffraction of the exhaust noise around the irregular body of a main
battle tank is modelled in section 5.2. The source modelled is a point source posi
tioned on the rear upper left corner. The performance of the numerical system is
presented to show the diffraction around the tank. In section 5.3, the modelling of
a shielding effect of an high lift device at typical aircraft take-off configurations is
dem onstrated. The ability of the ninnerical system to model high frequency acoustic
scattering problems is assessed. Accuracy of the analysis is assumed to be ensured
solving using a ratio of 2.8 nodes per wavelength.
Ill

5.2

D iffraction around a b a ttle tan k

The problem presented in this section presents the apphcation of the numerical
modelhng of acoustic problems, which could be used for examples in the verification
of arms control agreements.

Numerical simulations were carried out for the geometries studied by the Bochum
Verification Project (BVP) for the verification of the Conventional Armed Forces
(CFE) treaty applicable in Europe [87]. The BVP has done research into the po
tential of acoustic, seismic and magnetic autom atic sensors for verifying limits on
military land vehicles along international control lines. Land vehicles in operation
are sources of sound and vibration, due to the running engine and their own motion.
The acoustic excitations are produced by complex systems and interactions. The
acoustic excitation is produced by engine inlet, and exhaust geometries [87].

In this problem, the diffraction of exhaust noise around the body of a main battle
tank is solved. The dimensions of the tank, assumed to be rectangular are as follows
length = 7m, width = 3m and height = 2m. The source is a point source located
at the rear upper left corner depicting the exhaust of the tank. The ground here is
assumed as a perfectly reflecting surface (Neumann condition). The acoustics field
is modelled for 200i^z, the 10*^ harmonic of engine fundamental frequency at 2QHz.
The schematic representation of the problem is shown in Fig. 5.1. The geometries
and the problem characteristics are obtained from [87]
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Source

Figure 5.1: Schematic model for a tank positioned on a reflective ground
The Helmholtz equation was discretized on tetrahedral elements as described in the
preceding sections and the Krylov subspace solver, Bi-CGSTAB is applied in order
to obtain the solutions. The initial guess was zero vector and the iterations were
carried out until the residual norm between any iterations achieved a tolerance level
of 10“ '^. Fig. 5.2 shows the diffraction around the main battle tank at 2QQHz.
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Acoustics Pressure Field tor a IVIain Battle Tanit, Freq=200 Hz
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Figure 5.2: Acoustics Pressure Field for Tank, Freq=200 Hz
The above figure shows the diffraction around the tank. This dem onstrates the
ability of the model to perform simulations and its stability at low frequencies.

The performance of the iterative scheme with and without the preconditioner is
presented in Table. 5.1. An ILU preconditioner obtained by the ” dual thresh
old strategy” algorithm as explained in the precedent chapter is used. The ’’drop
tolerance” used here was 4e - 1. The param eters describing simulations were:
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- The size of the problem was 80666 x 80666.
- The Hehiiholtz number of the problem was {H„) was 146.04.
- The Helmholtz number of the scatterer (tank) Ht was 25.5.

Table 5.1: P erform an ce o f th e num erical sy ste m
S.No.

W ithout Preconditioner

W ith Preconditioner

No. of Iterations

935

911

Time (in secs)

799

669

Cost of Memory (Mb)

90

115

The above table shows the influence of the preconditioner. However, the effect is
marginal and the usage can be avoided in order to alleviate storage of an additional
m atrix.

5.3

N o ise Shielding Effect by an High-Lift D e v ic e as a
w ing

The reduction of near-ground operating noise levels is an im portant design consid
eration for aircraft and engine manufacturers. A novel approach currently under
consideration by European FP-6 NACRE project is the reduction of engine noise
th a t propagates towards the ground by positioning the engines high on the rear of
the fuselage, where a new U-shaped tail section or empennage design could poten
tially act as a noise shield or barrier. In this section, a shielding effect by an aircraft
high-lift device is modelled. The source is assumed to be a point source em anating
from the engine. The problem is schematically represented in Fig. 5.3
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Figure 5.3: Schematic representation of a shielding effect problem
The discretization was performed using the WEM and free radiation conditions were
applied on the faces of the domain. Perfectly reflecting, Neumann conditions were
applied on the surface of the scatterer. Bi-CGSTAB was applied in order to obtain
the solutions. The initial guess was zero vector and the iterations were carried out
until the residual norm between any iterations achieved a tolerance level of 10“ ^.
The sparsity pattern obtained by the discretization is shown in Fig. 5.4.
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nz > 9449G 26

Figure 5.4: Sparsity pattern of a stiffness matrix, nnz=9449026
The parameters characterizing the problem were:
- The size of the problem N was 645173 x 645173.
- The Helmholtz number

was 146.04

- The Helmholtz number of the scatterer Ht was 102.2
Table 5.2 presents the results of the numerical system. The preconditioning strategy
is same as used in the precedent section with a ”drop-tolerance” value of 4e —1.
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Table 5.2: P e rfo rm a n c e o f th e n u m e ric a l s y s te m
S.No

W ithout Preconditioner

W ith Preconditioner

No. of Iterations

303

283

Time (in secs)

564

508

Cost of Memory (Mb)

371

436

Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5.6 show the real part of pressure obtained due to the scattering
produced by high-lift device due to a point sound source.
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Figure 5.5: Shielding Effect by an Aircraft High Lift Device
T he slice shows the shielding effect obtained by th e scattering of th e source by the
wing stru c tu re and engine body.
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z

Figure 5.6: Shielding Effect by an Aircraft High Lift Device
The above graph dem onstrates the ability of the WEM to model realistic nozzle
geometries. The point source positioned as shown clearly generates a directional
scattered field. The ability to model high frequency scattering problems is presented.

5.4

T h e Effect o f th e S catterer

In this section, the influence of the scatterer in the convergence rate of the numerical
system is studied. The scatterers considered in this study are as follows:
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1 Sphere from problem no.4 in Table 3.8 fro chapter 3
2 Main B attle Tank studied in section 5.2
3 The engine and the high-lift device studied in section 5.3
Tables 5.3 and 5.4 presents the influence of the scatterers on the convergence rate
of the numerical system. The comparison for the convergence rates is made for the
cases without the application of the preconditioner.
The following param eters are used for this study:
- Type of scatterer
- Helmholtz Number of the problem {Hn)
- Helmholtz Number of the scatterer {Hs)
- Relative Helmholtz number {Hr) defined as ^
- Iter - no. of iterations taken by BICGSTAB to converge to a relative residual
of 10“ ^.
- Time - CPU TIM E in secs

Table 5.3: In flu e n c e o f th e S c a tte r e r
Scatterer

Hn

Hs

Hr

Iter

Time

Sphere

146.04

36.5

0.25

779

4294.7

Tank

146.04

25.5

0.17

935

901

Engine

146.04

102.2

0.70

303

564

It can be concluded from the above table th a t the scatterer influences the rate of
convergence. The following study on increasing diameters of sphere as a scatterer
confirms this effect.
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Table 5.4: In flu en ce o f th e S ca tterer w ith a sphere
Diameter (m)

Hn

Hs

Hr

Iter

Time

0.1

29.2

2.92

0.1

147

67.2

0.2

29.2

5.84

0.2

132

61.1

0.3

29.2

8.76

0.3
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50.9

0.4

29.2

11.6

0.4

110

42.1

0.5

29.2

14.6

0.5

90

28.2

The above tables (5.3 and 5.4) depict th a t larger the relative Helmholtz number of
the scatterer the quicker the convergence. W EM models thus display the potential
to solve scattering problems efficiently under an iterative regime.

5.5

D isc u ss io n

In the present chapter, the ability of the W EM models to study real time engineer
ing problems is dem onstrated. Around 2.8 — 3 nodes per wavelength was used in
both the examples studied.

The WEM was found to give satisfactory results with low nodes per wavelength
for a large values of Helmholtz numbers. The evidence suggests th a t the scatterer
influenced the convergence of the system. The higher the value of the Helmholtz
number of the scatterer, the b etter the convergence.
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C hapter 6

C onclusions
6.1

C onclusions

As mentioned elsewhere in this thesis, the ultim ate effectiveness of any numerical
system not only depends on the interpolation procedure but also on an appropri
ate solution technique. The matrices produced by the w'ave expansion method are
unsymmetric, sparse and complex. Based on the studies it can be concluded that,
1. Efficient Three-Dimensional WEM models can be used with standard Krylov
subspace solvers. The models provide convergent solutions for Helmholtz num
bers as high as 292.2.
2. The Bi-CGSTAB is simpler in terms of understanding, for example in the case
of GMRES, an appropriate restart value is required to ensure convergence.
However, choosing a restart value for a particular problem relies on judgement
and is problem specific. Also, GMRES is observed to be time and memory
consuming. Hence, for these reasons, it is recommended to use Bi-CGSTAB.
3. The condition number of the matrices obtained by the WEM is generally poor,
however, the solutions obtained show th a t the advantage of the low nodes per
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wavelength can still be taken when iterative solutions are obtained.
4. The convergence rate of the models is better for problems discretized with
tetrahedral meshes.

This is because the models discretized by tetrahedral

meshes are better conditioned than th a t of the models discretized by hexahedral meshes.
5. WEM models do not benefit from standard preconditioners such as ILUT
discretized with around 3 nodes per wavelength. These preconditioners do
not improve the conditioning number of the matrices and the spectrum of
the matrices obtained by this preconditioning are not much different from
th a t of the original stiffness m atrix.This could be attributed to the fact th a t
WEM models are discretized at almost near the theoretical limit of 2 nodes
per wavelength.
6. The ILUT preconditioner with a drop tolerance level of 4e — 1 helps in sig
nificantly improving the convergence when WEM models are discretized with
structured hexahedral elements with a nodal density of 7. The same strategy
poorly performs for the same nodal density, when the matrices are discretized
using tetrahedral elements. However, this involves an additional storage of a
m atrix and also increases the cost of discretization.
7. Structured hexahedral elements are easier to generate when compared to te tra 
hedral elements. In addition, the stiffness m atrix assembly is relatively sim
pler in the case of problems w'ith structured hexahedral elements. This would
enable to reduce the assembly time for the stiffness matrices. However, con
vergence studies suggest the usage of tetrahedral elements.
8. It can also be observed th a t scatterer plays a significant role in the rate of
convergence.

The larger the scatterer, the quicker the convergence.
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This

makes the WEM an efficient model to solve high frequency acoustic scattering
problems.

6.2

Future Work

1. For the problems considered in this thesis, the assembly time for the stiffness
matrices was greater than the time required to obtain the solution of the
system iteratively. This could be overcome in the case of structured hexahedral
elements. In this case, the boundary tem plates could be assembled exclusively
from the nodes th a t are in the interior of the domain. For the nodes inside
the domain a single tem plate could be assembled and the same tem plate can
be used for other interior discretization points corresponding to their indices.
Using the M atlab, m atrix vector function, the storage space for the m atrix
can be avoided, thus enabling to solve larger systems than the system than
the systems, which have been attem pted in this thesis.
2. The efficiency of the solution times could be significantly improved by using
efficient parallel platforms for any iterative methods. The usage of parallel
platforms can also be used to assemble the stiffness matrices, thus reducing
the overall com putational time.
3. By using suitable domain-decomposition techniques, very large problem sizes
could be analyzed.

A ppropriate graph partitioning algorithms have to be

investigated in order to split the domains suitably to ensure efficient solution
procedure.
4. Convergence of the numerical system discretized with inhomogeneous flow
must be studied in detail since initial investigations suggest a number of chal
lenging issues.
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5. Convergence and m atrix conditioning studies must be carried out to check the
effect of distortion on hexahedral and tetrahedral meshes.
6. The effect of localized mesh refinement should be assessed and analyzed.
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